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Abstract 
The properties of high-mass multijet events produced at the Fermilab proton-antiproton 
collider are compared with NJETS leading order QCD matrix element predictions, 
HERWIG QCD parton shower Monte Carlo predictionsぅandpredictions from a model 
in which events are distributed uniformly over the available multibody phase-space. 
Multijet distributions corresponding to ( 4N-4) variables that span the N-body pa-
rameter space are found to be well described by both the NJETS and HERWIG pre-
dictions for inclusive three-jet, four由jet,and五ve-jetevents. The agreement between 
data, NJETS, and HERWIG suggests that 2→2 scattering plus gluon radiation pro-
vides a good五rstapproximation to the ful LO QCD matrix element for events with 
three, four, or even五vejets in the五nalstate. We see no clear evidence for any de-
viation from the predicted multijet distributions that might indicate new phenomena 
associated with the presence of many hard partons in the五nalstate. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The Fermilab Tevatron Proton-Antiproton Collider provides a unique opportunity to 
study the properties of strong interactions in pp collisions at short distance. Large 
samples of events containing two or more jets have recently been collected with the 
Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF). Many of the observed events contain three-, four-
ぅoreven五ve-or-morejets (l]. A comprehensive analysis of these ml出ijetevents would 
provide an interesting test of the QCD calculations. In particular the analysis can 
provide a test of leading order (LO) perh的 ativeQuantum Chromodyna凶 cs(QCD) 
2→ N calculations. In the last few years complete LO QCD matrix elements have 
become available for N = 3 [2), N = 4 [3）ぅ andN = 5 [4). Partial calculations 
exist for N > 5 [5]. The 2→ N calculations are complicated, and have required the 
development of new techniques [6]. Unfortunately the computing resources needed 
to evaluate the matrix elements increase rapidly with N. A considerable effort has 
therefore been devoted to五ndingapproximations to the exact LO matrix elements 
that permit faster calculations [7]. A comprehen釘 eanalysis of ml山ijetevents at high 
energy hadron colliders can provide a test of any approximations (e.g. parton shower 
model) that may be used in p四 sentor future 2→ N calculations. Finally, in addition to 
providing a test of the QCD calculationsうadetailed understanding of the properties of 
multijet events produced in high energy hadron-hadron collisions is important because 
multijet production is expected to be prolific in future high luminosity running at 
the Fermilab Proton四Antiproton Collider and at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. 
A comprehensive understanding of QCD multijet production is therefore required to 
22 
facilitate searches for more exotic processes producing multijet events. For example, 
the properties of six百jetevents at the Fermilab Collider are likely to be important in 
the near future for the study of top-quark pair production and their decays in the al 
hadronic channel. 
1.1 Quantum Chromodynamics 
Quantum Chromodynamics ( QCD) is regarded as the best viable theory of the strong 
interactions. Recent theoretical and experimental developments have signi五cantlyin-
creased our ability to test QCD and have deepened our understanding of hadronic 
interactions. This is particularly true for higher energy processes where the decreas-
ing value of the coupling constant αs (μ) allows reliable results from a perh凶 ative
expans10n. 
Quarks and gluons alone experience and transmit strong forces. A theoretical con『
cept called “calm♂ is required to describe these forces. Historically, color was intro-
d uced to explain the existence of theム＋＋ baryon which is composed of three u quarks 
and has JP = ~ +, hence the spin assignme山 ofthe quarks must be ( ui，包？？包？）
which clearly violates the Pauli principle. To overcome this difficulty in the theory of 
QCD each quark carries a color charge、thatcan take on three values; R=red, G=green, 
and B=blueぅandeach antiquark carries an anti-color charge; R, G, and B. Then the 
quark assignments for theム＋十 become（町？？包Gj，包B↑） and the Pauli principle is no 
longer violated. The五eldquantum (gluo吋carriestwo labels of colors (one color and 
one anti”color) such that color is conserved at each quark-quark-gluon vertex. When 
the gluon is emitted, the quark color changes giving eight ways of coupling a gluon 
between an initial and a五nalquark. The strong forces transmitted by gluons differ 
signi五cantlyfrom the electromagnetic forces transmitted by photons, because gluons 
carry color. For example, gluons can couple directly to other gluons whereas photons 
cannot couple directly to photons. The most striking consequence is color con五nement;
experiment and theory both suggest that only colorless states are allowed as physical 
hadrons. This means that neither quarks nor gluons can appear in isolation; they can 
only exist within colorless composite hadrons. In electromagnetic terms, this is like 
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allowing only neutral atoms to exist and forbidding al ionization. The strong forces be-
tween these hadrons are then like the Van der Waals forces between electrically neutral 
atoms, which are suppressed at large distance. 
The strength of the strong interaction between the quarks is characterized by the 
strong coupling constant αs・Infact this coupling is not a constant but actually depends 
on the momentum transfer squared Q2 in the particular process. In a model with ηf 
quark flavorsぅαs(Q2) is written as 
αs(μ2) 
αs( Q2) = 
十Bαs(μ)log(Q2/μ2) 1 + B log ( Q 2 /A 2) ' 
、 、 ?
?，?
???
?
， ，
?、 、
whereB=(33-2ηf )/127r，ηf is a number of quark丑avorsぅandA isa scale parameter 
given by 
A2 = /L2 exp (Bょっ） (1.2) 
The function (1.1) suggests that the perturbation theory for QCD should work well at 
high Q2 (short distance) where αs becomes small. The propertyぅαs→ 0for Q2→∞ぅ
is called “αsymptotic freedom". The perturbation theory breaks down at small Q2 
(large distance) where αs becomes large. The propertyぅαs→ largefor Q2→ small, 
suggests that quarks are con五nedwithin hadrons. The constant A characterizes the 
scale of Q2 at which perturbation theory breaks down. The characteristic of asymptotic 
freedom is opposite to the effect that occurs in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) where 
αdecreases as Q2 increases. 
Neither quarks nor gluons can exist in isolation. They are usually observed as 
“jetsぺacollection of many observable (colorless) hadronsぅthroughthe hadronization 
process. The four momentum of a parent parton is approximately equal to one in 
the observed jet in high energy collisions, hence one can survey the QCD parton-level 
processes through the study of jet production. 
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1.2 Theoretical Models for Multijet Production 
The cross-section for the production of the N-parton五nalstate, 1十2→ 3+4十・・・十
(N + 2), in pp collisions is described by the expression: 
σN ＝午JJi（町）五（x川 、 、?， ， ??????? ??? 、
where the sum is over al possible 1 + 2→N s山processes.The functions Ji(x1) and 
f~ ( x2) are the part on density ( structu民） functions of the incoming partons, 
!Mt'l2 rep民 sents the matrix elements of the subprocesses, and g? N is the N-body 
phase-space. 
The number of subprocesses increases rapidly with N. In Figures 1.1ヲ1.2ぅand1.3 
shown are small subsets of the allowed Feynman diagrams for three-parton final states 
(at 0（α~ ））， four-part on final山 tes(at 0（α；）， and五ve-parton五nalstates (at 0（α：） 
respectively. 
The explicit forms of IMl2 for processes for parton-parton scattering are given in 
Table 1.1 as a function of the Mandelstam variables: 
8 = (P1 + P2)2 (1.4) 
t = (P1 -p3)2 = _.:_(1 -cos B) (1.5) 
2 
匂こ （P1-P4)2ニ一三（1+cos B) (1.6) 
2 
where p1 and p2 are the incoming parton four momenta, p3 and p4 are the outgoing 
parton momenta, s corresponds to the center-of-mass energy squared, and B isthe 
scattering angle in the center-of-mass system. 
There presently exist two approaches for modeling perturbative QCD for multijet 
productions. The五rstis the matrix element method, in which Feynman diagrams are 
calculated order-by-order in αs・ Thesecond approach is based on a parton shower 
scheme. Both methods will be brie丑ydescribed in Chapter 4. 
1.3 Analysis Overview 
In the pastぅelegantanalyses of two-jet and three-jet production have been carried out 
by the UAl [8, 9, 10] and UA2 [1, 12] collaborations (1982-1991) at the CERN SppS 
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一一｛τ 十ァ十 τ ｝十了2' s'2 t2 u'2 / 2 
qg －→ qg 
gg 一→gg 
Table 1.1: Lowest order parton”parton cross句sections.
Collider and by the CDF (1989-1993) [13, 14] a吋 DO(1995) [15) collaborations at 
the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. These studies suggested that QCD predictions give a 
reasonable description of two-jet and three-jet production in hadron-hadron collisions. 
There have also been analyses of events with more than three jets [15, 16, 17). 
However, the analyses of events with four or more jets have not used a simple set of 
independent variables that (i) sp叩 them出ijetparameter space, (i) make it simple 
within the framework of perturbative QCD, to interpret the observed distributions 
and (ii) make it easy to compare the characteristics of events having N jets with the 
characteristics of events having for example (N + 1)jets. 
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In our analysis observed jets are thought of as massive objects. In choosing a set of 
multijet variables that span the multijet parameter space it should be noted that we can 
completely de五nea system of N massive bodies in the N-body rest-frame by specifying 
the 4N components of four-momentum. The N但bodysystem would then be overspeci-
五edsince momentum conservation provides us with three constraints. Furthermore, we 
can rotate the N-body system about the incoming beam direction without losing any 
information. Tl悶 eforeぅtodescribe the sy釘 m we need only specify ( 4N -4) param-
eters. We will take these parameters to be the N-body mass and ( 4N-5) additional 
variables. We therefore introduce and discuss a set of ( 4N-5) dimer凶onlessvariables 
which, with the addition of the multijet mass, span the multijet parameter space. Our 
(4N一5)m凶1
of observed I工mltijetevents can be compared with QCD predictions. To illustrate the 
use of our multijet variables we compare the predictions from exact LO QCD matrix 
element calculations with the corresponding predictions from a QCD parton shower 
Monte Carlo program, and from a model in which the events are uniformly distributed 
over the available N-body phase”space. 
In Chapter 2 we brie丑ysummarize the apparatus including the Tevatron collider and 
the major components of the detectors. Both QCD predictions, (1) the exact LO matrix 
element calculations and (2) the parton shower calculations, and phase-space model 
predictions used in this analysis are described in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 we introduce 
our multijet variables; the standard three-jet variables are reviewed and extended, 
and then four-jet and五ve-jetvariables are introduced and discussed. The observed 
distributions of the multijet variables are shown and compared with the theoretical 
predictions in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7 we show a number of studies performed to 
check both theoretical and experimental uncertainties. Finally, conclusions are given 
in Chapter 8. 
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Figure 1.1: Exam pl es of the Feynman diagrams for 2→ 3 subprocesses. 
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Figure 1.2: Examples of the Feynman diagrams for 2→ 4 subprocesses. 
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Figure 1.3: Examples of the Feynman diagrams for 2→ 5 subprocesses. 
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Chapter 2 
Apparatus 
2.1 The Fermilab Tevatron pp Collider 
The Tevatron collider has provided the highest energy protons (900 Ge V) and antipro-
tons (900 Ge V) colliding at a center of mass energy of 1.8 Te V since 1985. The Tevatron 
collider complex consists of五vestages of accelerators as illustrated in Figure 2.1. First 
negatively ionized hydrogen ions are injected into a DC voltage accelerator ( Cockcroft-
Walton electro山 ticaccelerator). They are accelerated up to 750 1 
a 500イoot毎lo工iglinear accelerator (Linac ).In the next山 gethe Linac accelerates these 
particles to an energy of 200 MeV. (The energy will be raised soon to 400 MeV.) The 
two electrons are then stripped off the hydrogen ions, leaving bare protons, which are 
injected to the third stage known as the Booster, a synchrotron with a diameter of 
approximately 500 feet. The Booster accelerates the protons to 8 Ge V. The protons 
are then injected into the Main Ring, a synchrotron with a diameter of 2 kmぅwhich
is composed of water-cooled magnets. The protons are accelerated to 150 Ge V in the 
Main Ringぅand五nallytransferred to the Tevatron Ring, a synchrotron with a diam-
eter of two km, composed of superconducting magnets, where they are accelerated to 
900 Ge V. Protons accelerated to 150 Ge V are also used to initiate production of the 
antiprotons. Protons provided by the Main Ring strike a tungsten target and produce 
antiprotons. The antiprotons are collected in the Debuncher Ring which is operated 
at 8 Ge V. The captured beam of antiprotons, circulating the Debuncher Ring, is then 
made more dense by a process called stochastic cooling. The antiprotons are then 
transferred to the Accumulator Ring where the antiprotons are merged into a single 
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beam, cooled further and stored. 
The product of luminosity and cross section give the number of events produced: 
N＝乙・σ (2.1) 
where the lUminosity乙isgiven by 
?
?
ょ
?
? ?
?
?
?
?
? (2.2) 
??
?
number of protons per bunch 
number of antiprotons per bunch 
revolution frequency (kHz) 
number of bunches 
emittance (mm mrad) 
betatron oscillation length ( m) 
typical value 
1×1011 
7 x 1010 
50 
6 
2.6×10-3 
0.5 
ε 
(3 
A large number of particles in a bunch or small beam size provides a large luminosity. 
The Tevatron provided an instantaneous luminosity of乙～ 1×1031crn-2s-1 during 
the period of 1992-1995 run. An integrated luminosity of 105 pb-1 has been collected 
by the CDF. 
2.2 The CDF Detector 
The CDF detector is a general-purpose detector designed to study the physics of pp 
collisions. In this section we briefly summarize the major components of the detector. 
A detailed description of the CDF detector can be found in [18]. The CDF has both 
azimuthal and forward-backward symmetry. A super conducting solenoid of length 4.8 
m and radius 1.5 m generates a 1.4-T magnetic五eldand contains tracking chambers 
used to detect charged particles, and measure the signs of their charges and their mo-
menta. Surrounding the solenoid are calorimeters used to measure the electromagnetic 
and hadronic energy of jets and electrons. Outside the calorimeters are drift chambers 
used for muon detection. A side”view cross-section of the CDF detector is shown in 
:i2 
Figure 2.2. The polar angle ( B)in spherical coordinates is measured from the proton 
beam axis, and the azimuthal angle （ゆ） from the plane of the Tevatron. 
In the following subsections, we will brie丑ysummarize the CDF detector elements. 
The CDF detector consists of beam-beam counters, tracking detectors, muon detectors, 
and calorimeters. We will begin by noting the beam句beamcounter. Following that the 
tracking detectors and the muon detectors will be brie丑ydescribed. Finally, we will 
describe the calorimeters which are most relevant to this analysis. 
2.2.1 Beam-Beam Counter 
There are planes of scintillation counters on the front face of each of the forward 
and backward shower calorimeters. These scintillators, called the beam-beam coun-
ters (BBC), provide a 
detector. The BBC counters are also used as the primary luminosity monitor. 
2.2.2 Tracking Detector 
The CDF uses three types of tracking systems which detect tracks of charged particles 
within the magnetic五eldfor different purposes: 
SVX: Immediately outside of the beam pipe is a system of four-layer silicon microstrip 
vertex chambers (SVX). The SVX is叩 m
and consists of two identical cylindrical modules 51 cm long. The four layers of the SVX 
are at distances of 3.0, 4.2, 5.7 and 7.9 cm from the beamline. Using this system one 
can measure tracks of charged particles near the primary vertex precisely and therefore 
can measure impact parameters of particles with long lifetimes. 
VTX: Outside of the SVX is a vertex drift chamber (VTX), which provides tracking 
information up to a radius of 22 cm in the P似
η三一Jηi(ta吋（）/2)). The VTX isused to measure the pp interaction vertex along the 
z-axis with a resolution of 1 mm. 
CTC: Both the SVX and VTX are mounted inside the central tracking chamber 
(CTC), which is a 3.2-m-lo時 driftchamber with an outer radius of 132 cm containing 
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84 concentric, cylindrical layers of sense wires. Sixty layers have wires parallel to the 
beam direction (axial wires) and provide tracking in theη ゆーplane.Twe凶y-£01川 ayers
(stereo wires) are titled at +3 degrees or -3 degrees with respect to the beam direction. 
Together, the axial and stereo wires provide tracking in the γ－ z plane. The CTC 
provides a precision momentum determination of charged particles. The momentum 
resolution of the SVX-CTC sy山 mis σPr/PTヱ ［（0.0009py)2十（0.0066)2]1!2,where PT 
has units of Ge V / c,with a resolution ofσPr/P｝く 0.002(GeV/ct1 fo主isolatedcharged 
particles. 
2.2.3 Muon Detector 
Sets of muon detection systems are located outside of the calorimeters: 
CMU: The central muon detection system consists of the four layers of drift chambers 
located outside the central hadronic calorimeter. This system covers approximately 84 
3 of the solid angle for iηj < 0.6 and can be reached by muons with PT in excess of 1.4 
GeV /c. 
CMP: This system consists of four layers of drift chambers located behind the CMU 
and is referred to as the central muon upgrade. This system covers 63 3 of the solid 
angle for 11 < 0.6. 
CMX: This system is called the central muon extension and consists of drift chambers 
and scintillation counters. Th.is system covers approximately 71 3 of the solid angle 
for 0.6 < 11 < 1.0. 
2.2.4 Calorimetry 
The solenoid and tracking volume of CDF is surrounded by calorimeters, which mea-
sure the energy and position of leptons and jets. They cover 2πin azimuthal angle, 
and in pseudorapidityηfrom -4.2 to 4.2. In our rnultijet analysis we have used 
the energies and momenta of outgoing jets measured by the calorimeters. There are 
three separate regions of calorimetersぅtheso-called“central＂，“plug", and "forward" 
calorimeters. Each calorimeter consists of both an electromagnetic calorimeter and 
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behind it a hadronic calorimeter. They are segmented into“towers" of 0.1 units of 
pseudorapidity as projected from the detector center. The towers are segmented az-
imuthally by 15° in the central region and by 5° in the plug and forward regions as 
shown in Figure 2.3. 
CEM: The central electromagnetic calorimeter. This system uses a hybrid design 
with scintillator and wavelength shifter sandwiched with lead absorber plates for en-
ergy measurement and an embedded proportional strip chamber ( CES) for position 
determination and lateral shower shape. The CEM covers a polar angle region of 
39° く e< 141° (Iη｜く 1.1）ぅ andis azimutl凶lysegmented into 15° wedges mounted 
surrounding the solenoid. It consists of 21-31 layers of 5 mm polystyrene scintillator 
interleaved with 20-30 layers of 1/8-inch lead sheet. The CEM has a total of 965 pho-
tomultiplier tubes (PMT). The energy resolution for incident electrons and photons is 
given by 
GJ ＝（~） ＋川ぅ (2.3) 
where E is in Ge V and the sin 8 factor re丑ectsincreased sampling thickness seen by 
electrons entering the calorimeter at an angle. 
The CES contains 128 strips aligned in </> and 64 wires along the z-axis. It determines 
the electron hit position within土2mm for 50 Ge V / c electrons. 
CHA/WHA: The central and wall hadronic calorimeters. Both these systems overlap 
the CEM calorimeter, and use scintillator with wavelength shifter sandwiched with 
steel absorber plates for energy measurement. The CHA consists of 43 layers of 10 mm 
plastic scintillator interleaved with 32 layers of 25 mm iron. The CHA uses a total of 
768 PMT's. The WHA consists of 15 layers of 10 mm plastic scintillator interleaved 
with 15 layers of 50 mm iron. The energy resolutions for incident isolated pions are 
approximately given by 
（計二（品）＇+(33)2ぅ (2.4) 
for the CHA, and 
GJ＝（完） + (43 (2.5) 
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for the WHA. 
PEM: The plug electromagnetic calorimeter. This system uses conductive plastic 
proportional tube arrays sandwiched with lead absorber panels, and covers polar angle 
regions 10° く 6く 36° and 14° く 6く 170° (1.1く｜ηI< 2.4). The PEM consists of 
34 layers of gas proportional tubes, alternated with 34 layers of 2.69 mm thick lead 
absorber. The PEM has a total of 5760 channels. The energy resolution is given by 
GJ = （完）十ロ (2.6) 
PHA: The plug hadronic calorimeter. The PHA overlaps the PEM calorimeters and 
consists of 20 layers of gas proportional tubes interleaved with 20 layers of 50.0 mm 
thick steel absorber. The PHA has a total of 1728 channels. The energy resolution is 
given by 
（計二（腎）十附 (2.7) 
FEl¥在： Theforward electromagnetic calorimeter. The FEM calorimeters are for the 
small angle regions and are located approximately 6.5 m from the interaction point 
in both the proton and the antiproton beam directions. The FEM covers polar angle 
regions 2° < Bく 13° and 167° く 6く 178° (2.2く｜ηI< 4.2). The FEM calorimeter 
module is segmented into projective towers, whose size is 5° in </; and 0.1 units inη． 
The FEM module has 30 sampling layers interleaved with layers of lead absorberぅand
a total of 5760 channels. The energy resolution is given by 
GJ = （完）＋附 (2.8) 
FHA: The forward hadronic calorimeter. The FHA overlaps the FEM calorimeters 
and consists of 27 sampling layers of 51 mm iron plate alternated with 27 lead layers. 
The FHA has a total of 2880 channels. The energy resolution is given by 
（つ2 （…）~ El =¥JP,）十（問）2 (2.9) 
In al cases, the absorber in the hadronic calorimeter is iron, that in the electromagnetic 
calorimeter is lead. The ηcoverages, energy resolutions, and thickness of absorbers in 
the calorimeter components are summarized in Table 2.1. 
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System ηrange Energy resolution Thickness 
CEM 11 Iく 1.1 13.73ゾETEB 23 18X。
PEM i.1 <IηI< 2.4 223ゾEEB 23 18-21X。
FEM 2.2く｜ηI<4.2 263ゾEEB 23 25X。
CHA iη｜く 0.9 503ゾETEB 33 4.5入O
羽THA 0.7く 11< 1.3 753ゾEEB43 4.5入O
PHA 1.3 < 11 < 2.4 1063v'E EB 63 5.7入O
FHA 2.4 <IηI< 4.2 1373ゾEEB 33 7.7入O
Table 2.1: Summary of CDF calorimeter properties. The symbol EB signi五esthat the 
constant term is added in quadrature in the resolution. Energy resolutions for the 
electromagnetic calorimeters are for incident electrons and photons, and for hadronic 
calorimeters are for incident isolated pions. Energy given in Ge V. Thicknesses are 
given in radiation lengths ( X0) and interaction lengths （入） for the electromagnetic and 
hadronic calorimeters, respectively. 
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Figure 2.1: The perspective view of the Tevatron Proton-Antiproton Collider at Fermi 
National Accelerator Laboratory. 
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Figure 2.3: The η~ ¢ segmentation of the CDF calorimeter. Also shown is the size of 
a cone cluster with a 0.7 radius. This is the cone clustering radius used in our analysis. 
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Chapter 3 
Data Set 
The data which has been used in our analysis were recorded by the CDF collaboration 
during the period 1992-1995, and corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 105 pb-1. 
In this chapter we will describe the CD F data acquisition and triggers (Section 3 .1), 
aば theselection of events with large total transverse energies (Section 3.2). 
3.1 Data Acquisition 
3.1.1 CDF Data Flow 
The CDF uses 4 levels of trigger stages, numbered 0 to 3. The五rststage, Level 0, 
requires a coincidence between hits of the east and west beam-beam counters. The 
Level 0 trigger outputs signals at a rate of ～50 kHz. The Level 1-3 triggers consist of 
a logical "OR" of several requirements which are de五nedto detect electrons, photons, 
muons, missing energy, tau leptons and jets, and select events with physics interest. 
The data used in our analysis were collected with a I:Er trigger. This trigger asks an 
event to have a very large total transverse energy, where the sum is over al outgoing 
jets. We begin by noting the CDF jet clustering algorithm. Then the I: Er triggers at 
Level 2 and 3 will be described. 
3.1.2 Definition of Jet 
The CDF jet clustering algorithm uses a cone of a五xedradius to de五m a jet [14). 
This definition is similar to that used by the U Al experiment [19). The jet－鴫
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algorithm begins by creati時 a五stof towers above a五xedEr threshold ( = 1.0 Ge V) 
to be used 郎、eeds"for the jet五nder.In the plug and forward calorimeter regionsぅ
towers are grouped together in sets of three inゅう spanning15 degrees to correspond to 
the central segmentation. Preclusters are formed from an unbroken chain of contiguous 
seed towers with a continuously decreasing tower Ey. If a tower is outside a window 
of 7 x 7 towers surrounding the seedう itis used to form a new precluster. These 
preclusters are used as a starting point for cone clustering. The preclusters then are 
grown into clusters using the true tower segmentation (i.e. no ganging). First, the 
Er weighted centroid of the precluster is found and a cone of radius Ro inη叫¢space
is formed around the centroid. In our analysis the cone radius R0=0. 7 was chosen 
(see Figure 2.3). The choice of Roニ0.7 isbased partly on the distribution of energy 
丑owwith主espectto the jet axis in events dominated by two jets. The CDF group 
studied and found that cone sizes as small as 0.4, or as large as 1.0 may be sensible to 
the azimuthal energy丑owwith the jet axis in two-jet events [14]. Other studies, for 
example U A2 (20), give evidence that a range of 0.4く Roく 1.0yield good resolution. 
Then, al towers with an Er of at least 100 Me V are incorporated into the cluster. 
A tower is included in a cluster if its centroid is inside the cone; otherwise it is excluded. 
A new cluster center is calculated from the set of towers within the clustering cone, 
again using an Er weighted centroid, and a new cone is drawn about this position. The 
process of recomputing a centroid and五ndingnew or deleting old towers is iterated 
until the tower list remains unchanged. For our multijet studies, it is important to 
handle properly conditions where two clusters overlap, particularly for五nal-stategluon 
emission where the gluon can merge into the jets. There are four possible overlap 
conditions: If two clusters are distinctうtheyare left alone. If one cluster is completely 
contained in another, the smaller of the two is dropped. If the towers have some五nite
overlap, then an overlap fraction is computed as the sum of the Er of the common 
towers divided by the Er of the smaller cluster. If the fraction is above a c1山古（0.75)
then the two clusters are combined. If the fraction is less than the cut, the clusters 
are kept intact. In this case, each tower in the overlap region is assigned to the cluster 
closest in η－ゆspace.After the clusters are uniquely assigned to towers, the centroids are 
recomputed. As with the original cluster五nding,the process of centroid computation 
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and tower reshuffling is iterative, and ends when the tower lists remain五xed.
The separation between jetsムRis usually de五nedin庁ゆ spaceas 
ムR三ゾ（的）2+(6.<f>)2,
、 、 ? ， ，
?
?
?
? ィ?
， ，
?? 、
where /:).71 andムゆ aredistances of two jets in可and</>, respectively. Figure 3.1 shows 
the observedムRdistribution of inclusive五ve-jetevents with the clustering cone ra-
di us R0=0. 7. As shown in the五gure,a plot of the separation between al jet-jet pairs 
observed in the data sample reveals that to a good approximation clusters with sepa-
rationsムRく 0.8are always merged by the jet algorithm into a single jet, and clusters 
with separationsムR> 1.0 are never merged (1ぅ14].Thusぅtheeffective mi凶mu
observable separation between jets is 
ムRmin= 0.9土0.1.
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From the towers associated with the cluster, the quantities (Px, Py, Pz, E) are叫－
culated. The electromagnetic and hadronic compartments of each tower are assigned 
massless four-vectors with magnitude equal to the energy deposited in the tower and 
with the direction de五nedby a unit vector pointing from the event origin to the center 
of the face of the calorimeter tower (calculated at the depth that corresponds to shower 
m凶 mum).E is the scalar sum of tower energies, Px is the sum of Pxi where i isthe 
tower index. Other quantities, for example the jet transverse energy Er and the jet 
一一＋
momentum P うcanthen be determined: 
'I p; + p~ 
Er = E sin 8 = E v －。 and (3.3) 
7 三 2=五；Ei, 、 、 ，?，??? ?? 〈 ??， ，?、
where B isthe angle between the beam axis and the jet direction, rz: is the unit vector 
pointing from the event origin to the i-th tower, and Ei is the energy deposited in the 
i-th tower. 
3.1.3 I: ET trigger 
At Level 2, the trigger hardware performs clustering in可ゆ spaceof the energy 
depositions in the calorimeters. A cluster is initiated by a seed tower with Er above 
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3 GeVぅandconsists of al contiguous towers in可andゆwithEr above 1 GeV. The 
乞Ertrigger is formed by summing over these clusters and asking 
乞Er>175 GeV, 、 、?，?? ? ??， ，?、
where the sum is over al calorimeter clusters with Er > 10 Ge V in the central, plug 
and forward calorimeters. 
At Level 3, a subset of the events that passed the Level 2 trigger is selected by an 
online computer farm by requiring 
~Er> 300 GeV 、 ??，???????， ? 、
where the sum is over al calorimeter clusters with Er > 10 Ge V reconstructed with 
the CDF jet clustering algorithm described above. Transverse energies were computed 
assuming that the event-vertex was at z = 0.The high-I: Er in many of these events 
can be attributed to a high energy cosmic-ray interaction, a beam haloうora detector 
malfunction. They are expected to exhibit a large transverse-energy imbalance. To 
suppress these events, we have applied the following requirement: 
The lJr勾計五cance
S 三~く 10
ゾ＼乞Er
where the missing transverse energy lh is given by 
(3.7) 
Ih三｜芝；：Erilぅ 、 ???? ??〈???? 、
and E Tiis the vector which points from the interaction point (at z = 0) to the 
calorimeter tower with magnitude equal to Eri. 
The Figure 3.2 shows the dependence of the I: Er Level 2 and Level 3 trigger 
cross-sections on the run number. In the五gurewe五ndthat both trigger cross-sections 
are stable with run numbers in which events were detected at various instantaneous 
luminosities. 
3.2 I: Er Data Sample 
This section describes jet energy corrections and the further selection of higlト乞Er
events. 
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3.2.1 Jet Energy Corrections 
The transverse energies and momenta of jets de五nedwith the CDF jet clustering al-
gorithm depend only on the energy deposition observed in the calorimeters. These 
quantities differ from the true values because: 
(i) The calorimeter response for low-energy charged pions with momenta below 10 
Ge V / c isnon-linear. 
(i) Charged particles with transverse momenta below 400 Me V / c bend in the mag-
netic五eldand do not reach the calorimeter. 
(ii) Particles that shower in boundary regions of the calorimeter, on average, will have 
a smaller energy reported than for regions of uniform response. 
(iv) Energy not associated with the hard“s凶 te出gprocess wil be collected within 
the clustering cone (so－叫ed“underlyiηgevent”） 
( v) Transverse spreading of the jet due to fragmentation effects will cause particles to 
be lost outside the clustering cone. 
A correction function which takes into account these effects is generated and applied 
to jets in the data sample [14}. The jet corrections are larger for lower Er jets, an 
typically i山 reasejet er悶 giesby 30 % ( 403) for jets with Er = 40 Ge V (20 Ge V). After 
the correction, jet energies are measured with a precisionσE/ E of approximately 0.1 
and multijet masses calculated from the jet four由vectorsare measured with a precision 
σm/m of approximately 0.1. The systematic uncertainty on the jet energy scale is 
approximately 7 3 [14]. 
3.2.2 Event Selection 
The initial sample which passed the trigger requirements described in the previous sec-
tion stil contains some cosmic-ray interactions and events with noise in the calorime-
ters. The cosmic-rays or detector noise provide events with large total transverse 
energies independent of the proton-antiproton collisions. Such events are expected 
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sometime to have a large energy deposit which exceeds the total energy of the incom-
ing particles ( 1.8 Te V), to have no reconstructed primary vertex near the center ( z = 0) 
of the detector, and/ or to have a large transver吟 energyimbalance. To further reject 
these backgrounds, events are rejected if: 
(i) There is signi五cantenergy deposited in the hadron calorimeter 。凶－of-timewith the 
proton-antiproton collision. 
(i) The total energy deposited in the calorimeters exceeds 2000 Ge V. 
(ii) There is no reconstructed primary vertex with lz < 60 cm. 
(iv) S > 6. 
Figure 3.3-( a) shows the observed $r signi五cancedistribution. It rapidly decreases as S 
increases and has a long tail associated with cosmic-rays or detector noise. Figure 3.3-
(b) shows the observed the !Jr distribution for Sく 6compared with the predicted 
distributions by the HERWIG + the CDF detector sin叫 ation(described in Chapter 
4). The observed Jtr dist出凶onafter applying the cut of S < 6 isseen to be in fair 
agreement with the HERWIG prediction. The predicted distribution in the五gurescan 
be thought of as re丑ectsthe experimental resolution on the measurement of the lJr . 
We wish to select events based on their total transverse energies after the recon-
structed jets have been corrected for calorimeter non-linearities, energy lost in unin-
strumented regions and outside of the clustering coneう andenergy・ gained from the 
underlying event. The ~Er was recalculated using the reconstructed vertex position 
and corrected jet energies, and summing over al jets with Er > 20 Ge V. The result-
ing E二Erdistribution peaks around 400 GeV as shown in Figure 3.4-(a). At lower 
L Er the εEr trigger requirements are no longer fully e缶cient.This is because in 
the online computer farm we calculate the ~Er using the center of the detector as 
the vertex position whereas offiine we use the reconstructed event vertex. Figure 3.5 
shows that reconstructed vertex distribution. It has a peak at z = 0 and has long tails 
up to lz = 100 cm. In Figure 3.6 sl 
uncorrected L Er . Typically the jet corrections increase εEr by 25 3. We then 
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apply a cut of 
L ET > 420 Ge V . (3.9) 
Figure 3.4-(b) shows the observed I: Ey distribution compared with the HERWIG 
prediction for 乞ET> 420 Ge V. The parton shower Mote Carlo prediction gives a 
fair description of the observed distribution, although there is some indication that it 
underestimates the observed rate at high I: Er ・Moredetails of the CDF high-2二Er
data sample are described in Ref. (21]. Finallyぅatotal of 30707 events survived the 
selection described above. 
3.2.3 Further Selection of Multijet Events 
In our analysis al events are inclusive. If there are more than N jets in an event, the 
N highest-By jets are used to de五nethe N-jet system for N =3, 4, and 5. It should be 
noted that at五xedmultijet mass the following requirements place restrictions on the 
available multijet parameter space: 
~Er> 420 GeV, (3.10) 
where the sum is over the leading N jets with Er > 20 GeV, AND 
ムRmin> 0.9う
、 、
?， ，
?
?
? ??
???
?、
whereムRminis the minimumムRbetween two jets among the leading N jets. The 
numbers of three-, four-, and five-jet inclusive events after applying the above selection 
cuts are summarized in Table 3.1 （五rstcolum吋
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? ? ?
?
． ? ，
?
??
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
???
?
??
?
??
? 、
?
? ? ?
??
????
?
? ?
?
?
っ
?
?
number of events 
after the multijet I after the cuts on 
selection I multijet variables 
21830 I 1053 
10928 
4009 
1298 
804 
Table 3.1: Numbers of events remaining after the m山1
and after applying the cuts on multj 
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Figure 3.1: The observed distribution ofムRbetween al jet”jet pairs in inclusive five-jet 
events. 
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Figure 3. 3: The observed missing Er distributions: (a) the observed missing Er sig-
I泊 cancedistribution (points) and (b) the observed missing Er distribution (points) 
cor叩 aredwith the HERWIG predictions (histogram). 
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Figure 3.4: The observed L Er distributions: (a) the observed distribution (points) 
and (b) the observed distribution (points) compared with the HERWIG prediction 
(histograms) after applying the requirement of L Er > 420 Ge V. 
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Figure 3.5: The reconstructed vertex (z position) distribution of the observed events. 
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Chapter 4 
Theoretical Predictions 
To illustrate the use of our multijet variables we will present and discuss various pre-
dictions for the distribution of multijet events in the multijet parameter space. In 
particular we will consider two”たt,three-jet, four-jet, and五ve-jetevents p主oduced
at the Fermilab Proton-Antiproton Collider operating at a center of mass energy of 
1.8 TeV, and compare predictions obtained from: (a) the HERWIG [2] QCD parton 
shower Monte Carlo programぅ（b)the NJETS [4] LO QCD 2→ N matrix element 
Monte Carlo program, and ( c)a model in which events are distributed uniformly over 
the available N-body phase-space. 
4.1 HERWIG parton shower Monte Carlo calcu剛
lat ion 
4.1.1 HERIWG 
五ERWIG[2] is a QCD parton shower Monte Carlo program that includes both initial白
and五nal-stategluon radiation. HERWIG predictions can be thought of as LO QCD 
2→ 2 predictions with gluon radiation and QCD jet evolution in which soft gluon 
interference is implemented via angular ordering. The HERWIG Monte Carlo program 
also includes color coherence of the initial-and五nal-statehard partons, backward 
evolution of initial-state partons including interferenceぅhadronizationof jets via non-
perturbative gluon splitting, and an underlying event. We have used version 5.6 of 
the HERWIG Monte Carlo program, and de五nedjets by using a cone algorithm with 
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a cone radius Ro = 0. 7. With this choice of cone radius we are effectively requiring 
that the minimum separation between jets tlRmin = 0.9, which is well matched to the 
explicit requirementムR> 0.9 described earlier. 
After using a cone algorithm to de五nejets we use a simple detector simulation 
(described later) that modi五esthe jet energies with a Gaussian resolution function 
with 
ぴE= O.lE. ( 4.1) 
This is similar to the jet energy resolution function reported by the CDF collaboration 
????
?
?? ?
In our HERWIG calculations we have used the CTEQlM (23] structure functions 
and the scale Q2：山／2(s2十u2+t2). HERWIG gene凶 es2→ 2 processes above a 
speci五edp~ard where p~ard is the PT of the outgoing partons from the hard scatter before 
any radiation has occurred. We have set the minimum p~αrd to 60 Ge v I c.Finally, the 
HERWIG Monte Carlo distributions discussed in this paper are inclusive.豆enceうfor
a given jet multiplicity N, the generated events contribute to the distributions if they 
have at least N jets that pass the jet requirements. If there are more than N jets in a 
generated eventうthemultijet system is de五nedusing the N highest Er jets. 
4.1.2 CDF Detector Simulation 
The observed energy depositions in the detector are on average less than the true 
energies of the associated particles for a variety of reasons: 
• The calorimeter response to low-energy charged pions is nonlinear. 
• The radius of curvature of charged particles with PT < 400 Me V / c in the CDF 
magnetic field is such that they do not reach the calorimeter. 
• The energy of particles showering in uninstrumented regions of the calorimeter 
is fully or partially lost (for example at theゆboundariesbetween calorimeter 
modules in the central region, or at the ηboundaries between two halves of the 
central calorimeter). 
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• Energy taken away by neutrinos is not detected in the calorimeterぅ andonly a 
small fraction of the energy of muons with PT > > 2 Ge V / c isdetected. 
The detector simulation program extrapolates the final-state particle trajectories through 
the magnetic五eldto the calorimeter cels. The average calorimeter responses and res-
olution for charged pionsぅphotons,electrons, and muons have been parameterized and 
tuned to reproduce: 
(1) test-beam measurements for particles with momenta from a few GeV /c up to 
about 200 Ge V / c.
(2) studies of isolated charged particles produced in proton-antiproton coli山 ns.
The simulation includes the variation of response across boundaries between calorime-
ter cells, zero response in uninstrumented regions, calorimeter non-linearitiesぅandthe 
observed distribution of vertex positions about the mean position at the center of the 
detector. 
4.2 NJETS QCD matrix element calculation 
The NJETS Monte Carlo program (4] provides parton-level predictions based on the 
LO QCD 2→ N matrix elements. We have used the KMRSDO structure function 
paramete白 ation's(24) with the rer 
of the outgoing partons. NJETS does not use a parton fragmentation model. Jet 
de五nitionsand selection cuts are therefore applied to the五nalstate partons. To enable 
a direct comparison between NJETS and HERWIG predictions we have smeared the 
五nalstate parton energies in our N JETS calculations with the jet energy resolution 
function described above. 
4.3 Phase幽SpaceModel 
We have used the GENBOD pha時 spacegenerator [25) to gene凶 esamples of Monte 
Carlo events for which the multijet systems uniformly populate the N-body phase-
space. These phase-space Monte Carlo events were generated with single-jet masses 
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distributed according to the single-jet mass distribution predicted by the HERWIG 
Monte Carlo program. In addition, the multijet mass distributions were generated 
according to the corresponding distributions obtained from the HERWIG Monte Carlo 
calculation. Comparisons between the resulting phase-space model distributions and 
the corresponding HERWIG and N JETS Monte Carlo distributions help us to under-
stand which multijet parameters are most sensitive to the behaviour of QCD multijet 
matrix elements. 
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Chapter 5 
Analysis 
5.1 Multijet Variables 
In our analysis observed jets are thought of as massive objects. Using the four momen-
tum measured with the calorimeters the jet mass mr can be defined by 
ffij三jE；一行う 、 、?， ， ， ，???? ?，? ? 、
where E1 and lラarethe jet energy and the jet momentum. To completely describe 
a system of N massive bodies, we need to specify 4N independent parameters. The 
topological parameters used in this analysis are defined in the N-jet center-of岨mass
system (CMS）う andthe number of independent parameters is reduced to 4N-3 by 
the momentum conservation. Furthermore, the N-jet system can be rotated about 
the incoming beam direction without losing any interesting information. Hence, we 
need only specify ( 4N-4) parameters. We will take these parameters to be the N,.jet 
mass and the ( 4N-5) dimensio叫essvariables introduced a吋 discussedin Ref.[26]. In 
choosing a set of multijet variables the criteria to be taken into account are multijet 
variables: 
(i) that span the multijet parameter space, 
(i) make it simple to interpret the observed event distributions within the framework 
of perturbative QCDうand
(ii) make it is easy to compare the characteristics of events having N jets with char-
acteristics of events having for example (N十1)jets. 
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Our (4N-5) mt山ijetvariables will p主ovidea simple framework within which the prop-
erties of multijet events can be compared with QCD predictions. We will compare the 
observed distributions of these variables with corresponding distributions on QCD pre-
dictions and phase-space predictions. We begin by defining an average beam direction 
which will be used to define several multijet angular variables. Following that sets of 
three-, four-, and five-jet variables will be discussed. 
5.1.1 Average Beam Direction 
We will use the incoming beam direction as a reference in defining several angular 
variables. In de五ningthe variables, it must be remembered that an N-jet system will 
always be produced together with a spectator system, and the incoming partons will 
not be collinear in the N-body rest frame. Hence, the following the convention of 
Collins and Soper [27], we will define an average beam direction五vas follows: 
一一今 一一＋ 一→
PA.v三 P1-P2, (5.2) 
一一今 一一＋
where P1 and P2 are the momentum of the incoming particles 1 and 2 in the N-jet 
rest frame, and the incoming particle 1 isdefined as the incoming interacting particle 
with the highest energy in the laboratory frame. 
5.1.2 Three寸etVariables 
In the standard three-jet analysis used by the U Al collabo凶 io叫9],and later by 
CDF(l4] and D0(15] collaborations，五vevariables are chosen that specify the system of 
three massless particles in the three吋bodyrest frame. We have taken the first of these 
variables to be the three-jet mass ( m31). Four additional dimensio山 svariables are 
defined that, together with m31, span the three-body parameter space. In defining the 
three-jet parameters it is traditional to label the outgoing jets 3, 4うand5, and order 
the objects according to their energies such that: 
£3 > £4 >Es, (5.3) 
where Ej is the energy of jet j in the three-body rest frame. The traditional three-jet 
variables employed are X3, X4ぅcosfh, and 1/J3: 
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( 5.4) 
X3, the leading-jet energy fraction, normalized: 
~r 2E3 2E3 
A -~3 = 
E3十E4十E5 m3; 
、 ? ， ， ，???????
、 、
??? ? ?? ??
， ，
?? ? 、
(i) X4, the nextぺo-leading-jetenergy fraction, normalized: 
_ 2E4 2E4 . -
-"l.4 = E3十E4+ E5一号；
Historically, R. H. Dalitz introduced a two-dimensional plot (Dalitz plot) which 
span the th主ee-body parameter space in l→3 or 2→3 decay processes using two 
independent variables （叶called“Dαlitzm九ables")(28]. X3 and X4 are sometime 
Note for three massless bodies momentum taken and used as Dalitz variables. 
(5.6) 
conservation restricts ranges of the Dalitz variables X3 and X4: 
???
?
??
? ? ? ?
?
、 、 ， ， ， ， ，??? ?? ?? 、
1 
5くX4く l
and 
cos 83, de五nedin the three-jet rest frame as the cosine of the leading-jet scattering 
?
?， ，
?
? ? ?
?
． 、
?
． ，
?
『
， ，
?? ? 、
、 、
?
? ? ?
? ??
?
?
?
?? 、
一＋ 一→
" PAv ・ P3 
cosσ3三、、
I f4vl P3I 
angle （悶 Figure5 .1) : 
(iv) ψ3, de五民din the three-jet rest frame as the angle between the three-jet plane and 
the plane containing jet 3 (the leading jet) and the average beam direction (see 
、 、
?，
?
? ??
??
，?
?? 、
ー→－→一→－→
I - (P3×九v）・（p4×P5) 
cos 'l/)3ニー→ 、
I P3×九viP4×P51 
、???? ?????． 、?? ?
To prepare for the analysis of events with more than three jetsぅwenow wish to 
extend the three-jet variables to describe a system of three massive particles in the 
three-body rest frame. To do this, we must specify additional three parameters, which 
we take to be the single-jet mass ( mj) divided by the three-jet mass: 
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(v) hぅtheleadi時四jetma時 fraction:mass: 
h三竺三
m31 
、 、
??
? ?????
?
?、 、
(vi）ム thenext-to-leadi時 jetmass-fraction: three嶋bodymass: 
f 4二 m4－ m31 、 、 ，?，????????????? 、
(vii) fsぅthethird-to長adi時 jetmass fraction: 
f 0二 msw 一
行13]
、 、 ，
?， ?
? ? ? 】??
｛
???? 、
where the single-jet masses mj are defined by Equation (5.1). We conclude by noting 
that we have de五neda set of eight variables that specify a three-jet system in the 
three-body rest frame: 
・( ffi3］ ぅX3,X4 ぅcosfJ3ψ3 ,hうん，and fs ) 3-b叫 5同 m
5.1.3 Four寸etVariables 
To completely describe a system of four jets in the four”body rest frameぅwemust 
specify twelve variables. We will choose the four-jet mass m41 and eleven dimensionless 
variables that span the four-body parameter space. We have chosen a set of four-jet 
variables that, for four-jet con五gurationsthat approach a three-body topologyうreduce
to the three-jet system. This will make it possible to compare the characteristics of 
four-jet events with the corresponding characteristics of threeオetevents. 
The four-jet variables are shown schematically in Figures 5.2-( a) and”（b ). We begin 
by reducing the four-jet system to a three-body system by combining the two jets with 
the lowest two-jet mass. We will label the two jets we combine A and B with EA > Es, 
where EA and EB are the jet energies in the four-jet rest frame. The resulting three-
body system can be completely speci五edusing our three-jet variables: X31, X4,, cos 831, 
'lf;3i, h’？ムtand f51・Notethat we order the three bodies in the three-body rest企ame
so that: 
E31 > K1 > E51, 
、?
，?
。 。??? ?，?
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and use a nomenclature in which primed labels denote objects after two jets have been 
Hence, one of the three primed objects wil be the two-jet sy山 m(AB). combined. 
Explicitlyヲthefour-jet variables are de五ned:
X31, the fraction of the three-body energy taken by the leading object, normalized: 
、 、 ， ， ， ，?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?? 、
"'CT 2E31 2E31 
Jl.3' = 
E3，十 E4，十 Es' m41 
、 ? ． ， ，
?
． ，
??
， ，
?
?
(i) X41, the fraction of the three-body energy t北enby the next-to-leading object, 
、 、
?，
?
? ???
?
? ?， ，?， ? 、X _ 2E4, 2E4, － 41 = E3, + E4，十Es＇一石7
normalized: 
、 、 ，
?， ?
????? ?， ，
??、
cos ()3, the cosine of the leading-body scattering angle: 
↓ ? ? ↓
?
?
?
?
↓ ? ? ↓
?
、 、?
?
． ，
?
． ，
?
? ? ?
?
， ，
?? 、
(iv）ψ31, the angle between the three岨bodyplane and the plane containing object 3' 
、 、
?，
?
???
?
?， ，?、
(the leading body) and the ave時 ebeam direction: 
cosψ 一（ち×五v）・（ち×孔）
'1./.)3' ＝一→一→一→
I P31X 九viP4' x Pバ
、 、
? ?? ??
?．?????、 、
(v) /31ぅthemass of the leading object divided by the £01吋etmass: 
Pη1,31 
_/;Iニ一一一一
m41 
、 、
?，?
? ????
????? 、
(vi) f41, the mass of the next-to-leading object divided by the four-jet mass: 
戸行1,41
J 4＇二一一一
η14] 
、 、
???
? ??
?
?
?， ，
?， ． ? ? 、
(vii) f5, the mass of the third-to-leading object divided by the four-jet mass: 
ηz弓f
fsi三＿＿＿＿＇.：＇.＿＿
けL4]
To complete our description of the four』jetsystem we must now specify four additional 
parameters that describe the two-jet (AB)-sy批 m・Todescribe the (AB）勾山mwe 
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choose: 
( 5.21) 
f A, the mass of jet A divided by the four-jet mass: 
?
??
?
??
?
?
、 、 ．
?
?
? ?
?? ? ?
?
? ?
( 5.22) 
(i) fιthe mass of jet B divided by the four-jet mass: 
?
??
?
???
???
(ii) XA, de五nedin the four-jet rest-f主ameas the fraction of the ene主gyof the (AB）ー
(5.23) 
-er EA 
.£¥.A EA十EB
system taken by the leading jet: 
(iv ） ψ~B ぅ de五ned in the four-jet rest-frame as the angle between (1) the plane cor山 irト
i時 the(AB)-sy山 mand the average beam direction, and (2) the plane containing 
A and B (see Figure 5.2-(b ). The prime reminds us that in order to define 'f~B 
( 5.24) 
we have combined two jets to obtain the ( AB)-sy批瓜 Notethat: 
I I - ( p A x PB) . ( p AB×PAv) 
COS'lfJAB ＝→→→→ 
IPA×PBll PAB×九vi
We conclude by noting that we have de五neda set of twelve variables that specify a 
four-jet system in the four-body rest frame: 
( m3JぅX3,, X4, , cos 83，ψ31 'h1 'f 41 'and f 51) 3-body sy目的
( XAパV4BFん，and fB ) A十Bsystem 
．．
Five-jet Variables 5.1.4 
To completely describe a system of五vejets in the五ve-bodyrest frame, we must spec-
We will choose the five-jet mass m51 and五fteendimensionless ify sixteen variables. 
variables that span the五ve-bodyparameter space. We have chosen a set of five-jet vari-
ables that, for五ve-jetconfigurations that approach a four-body topologyうreduceto the 
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four-jet variables discussed in the previous subsection. Furthermore, for五ve-bodycon-
五gurationsthat approach a three-body topology, our五ve-jetparameters reduce to the 
three-body variables discussed previously. The五ve-jetvariables are shown schemati-
cally in Figures 5.3-( a) and (b). We begin by reducing the five-jet system to a four白body
system by combining the two jets with the lowest two-jet mass. We will label the two 
jets we combine C and D with Ee > EDぅwhereEe and ED are the jet energies in 
the five-jet rest frame. We can then further reduce the resulting four句bodysystem to a 
three-body system by combining two bodies with the lowest two-body mass. We will 
label the two objects we combine A' and B' with EA' > EB＇・Theresulting three-body 
system can be completely speci五edusing our three-jet variables: X3, X4, cos 83～ゆ3"
h川う f41 and fs1. Note that we order the three bodies in the three-body rest-frame such 
that: 
E31 > E41 > Es＂ぅ (5.25) 
and use a nomenclature in which doubly primed labels denote objects after two oper-
ations in which the two bodies with the lowest two-body mass have been combined. 
Henceぅoneof the three doubly primed objects wil be the (A' B')-sy批乱 Explicitly,
the五ve-jetvariables are de五ned:
(i) X311ぅthefraction of the three四bodyenergy taken by the leading object, normalized: 
2E,.,." 空丸I
v = ~ (5.26) 
E3＂十E4"+ Es1 ms1 
(i) X411, the fraction of the three-body energy taken by the next-tかleadingobject, 
normalized: 
X 2E411 2E41 － 
4 I ニ E3＂十 E4＂十Es＂一石；
(ii) cosfJ3勺 thecosine of the leading-body scattering angle: 
( 5.27) 
↓ ? ? ↓ ?
?
?
?
↓ ? ? ↓ ?
?。 ( 5.28) 
(iv）仇～ theangle between the three-body plane and the plane containing object 3" 
(the leading body) and the average beam direction: 
一＋ 一→ －→ －→ 
cos仇川三（P3＂×九v）・（P41×Ps") 
r '- 一→ 一＋ 一＋ 一＋I P31 x PAv¥¥ P4川× P川
(5.29) 
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(v) h勺 themass of the leading object divided by the五ve-jetmass: 
r m311 
J 311 ＝＝一一一
け15]
( 5.30) 
(vi) f11, the mass of the next-to-leading object divided by the五ve-jetmass: 
?
??
? ? ??? (5.31) 
(vii) f511, the mass of the third-to-leading object divided by the五ve-jetmass: 
m511 
I~ II 叩ー “一一一一一Ji)
η15] 
(5.32) 
We must now specify the intermediate four-body system. In analogy with the four-
jet analysis we will do this by specifying four additional dimensionless variables that 
describe the (A' B')-sy山 m.We chooseん，，かうXA',and ＜／；~＇B'' defined: 
(i) fA’， the mass of object A' divided by the五ve-jetmass: 
r rη，A' 
JA＇ニー 一一ー
け15]
(5.33) 
(i) fB1ぅthemass of object B' divided by the五ve示tmass: 
F 行1B'
JB' ＝一一一
け15]
(5.34) 
(ii) X4', defined in the五ve-jetrest-frame as the fraction of the energy of the (A' B')-
system taken by the leading object: 
えc- EA' 
I 一ー
n. - EA' 十E8, ( 5.35) 
(iv) 似＇B＇ぅde五回din the五ve-jetrest-frame as the angle between ( 1)the plane contain-
ing the (A' B')-sy批 mand the average beam direction, and (2) the plane containing 
A' and B' (see Figure 5.3-(b ). Note that: 
I I - (PA' x五J'). （ちB＇×五v)
cos ?.fJA'B＇ニ →→→→
/P41×Ps1l P.41B1×九γl
(5.36) 
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Finallyヲtocomplete our speci五cationof the五ve-jetsystem we must de五nefurther 
four variables that describe the two-body (CD)-system. We choose fc, JD, Xe, and 
'lfa~D defined: 
(5.37) 
f c,the mass of jet C divided by the払re-jetmass: 
r me 
JCニ一一一
ms1 
、 、 ，
??
??
?
， ，
?? 、 、
(5.38) 
(i) f D, the mass of jet D divided by the五ve-jetmass: 
f _ mD 
D＝一一一
γns1 
(ii) Xeヲde五nedin the五ve-jetrest-frame as the fraction of the energy of the (CD)-
(5.39) 
YT Ee 
AC Ee+ ED 
system taken by the leading jet: 
(iv) ψ~D' de自民din the五ve-jetrest-frame as the angle between ( 1)the plane containing 
the ( C D)-sy批 mand the average beam direction, and (2) the plane containing C 
and D （附 Figure5.3イb)).Note that: 
( 5 .40) cos w＂二 （Pcx PD）・（PcD x P.4V) '+"CD一一→－→一→ 一→
I R了×んllPcD×九vi
We conclude by noting that we have de五neda set of sixteen variables that specify a 
五ve-jetsystem in the五ve由bodyrest frame: 
( ffi3］ぅX311,X4u ぅcos831 'ef;31 'f311 うんII ) and f5t1 ) 3-body S)'Stem 
( XA＇，叫IBl 'fA.1 'and f B') A'+B' system 
． 
(Xc,'lfa~D ヲ fc , and f D) c + D s同 em
． ． 
Jets or More Events with Six Generalization to 5.1.5 
A五stof the multijet variables described in the preceeding subsections is given in 
Table 5.1. The extension of the variables to describe multijet systems with more than 
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Three-jet Four“jet Five-jet Six-jet 
げる3] 行14] fi5] ffi6.J 
cos 83 cos 831 COS 83n cos 83川
h h1 f31 f311 
f 4 ム1 f41 f411 
f s fs1 fs1 f511 
ψ3 ψ31 ψ3" ψ31 
X3 X31 X311 X3川
X4 X4, X411 x4川
f A fA' fA1 
f B f B’ f B1
XA XA' XA" 
ψ~E ψI A'B' ψIll A1B1 
Jc fc1 
f D f D1
Xe Xe, 
ψCD ψC1D1 
'lj;CD ψIll C'D' 
f E 
f F 
XE 
やIllEF 
Table 5.1: Summary of the ( 4N-4) multijet variables for N = 3, 4, 5うand6. 
五vejets is straight forward. As an example the variables required to describe a six-jet 
event are also listed in Table 5.1. In general, to describe an event containing N jets 
we use the mass of the N-jet system plus ( 4N-5) dimensionless variables. To de五n
the dir工iensionlessvariables we proceed by reducing the N-jet system to a three-body 
sy批 m. This is done in (N-3）山ps. In each山 pthe two bodies with the lowest 
two-body mass are combined by adding the two four-vectors. The resulting three”body 
system is described by specifying seven parameters, namely the normalized masses of 
the three bodies (e.g. h，九 andfs), the Dalitz variables for the two leading bodies 
(e.g. X3 and X4), the cosine of the leadi時帽bodyscattering angle (e.g. cos 83), and the 
angle between the three-body plane and the beam direction ( e.g・'lj;3).To complete the 
description of the N-jet system we must then specify additional four parameters for 
each step in which two bodies were combined. These parameters are the normalized 
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masses of the two bodies (e.g.んandfB）パhefraction of the two-body energy taken by 
the leading body (e.g. XA), and the angle de五nedin the N”jet rest-frame between the 
plane containing the two・”body system and the beam direction and the plane de五ned
by the two bodies ( e.g弘B)・
5.2 Event Topology Cuts 
We left with 21830 events with three-or-more jets, 10928 events with four-or匂more
jets, and 4009 events with五ve-or-morejets after applying the multijet event selection 
cuts described in Chapter 4. In this section we describe the topological requirements 
which are applied to restrict the N-body parameter space to the region for which the 
2: Er requirement is e缶cientand to ensure that the jets in the N-jet sample are well 
measured. 
5.2.1 Leading Body Scattering Angle and Multijet Mass 
Consider an event havi時 twojets (jet 3 and 4) in their center of mass system. The 
kinematically allowed region of the leading jet scattering angle with respect to the beam 
particle direction ( B)is restricted by the 5二Erand the multj 
follows: 
m E3十E4
2E3, 
where m is the two jet mass, and E3 and E4 are energies of the two jets. And 
三Er
Hence, 
E3 sin B + E 4 sin fJ
2E3 sin B 
msin e 
> 420 GeV 
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( 5.41) 
( 5.42) 
( 5 .43) 
( 5.44) 
( 5.45) 
( 5.46) 
( 5 .47) 
and 
I COS Blmax = 
? ?
?
?
?? (5.48) 
where mmin is the minimum value of the two-jet mass, and I cos Blmax is the maximum 
value of I cos BI・ For events with relatively low energy jets in addition to two high energy 
jets, Equation ( 5.4 7) provides approximately the same restriction. In Figure 5.4 the 
scatter plots of (a) m31 versus I cosB3 I,(b) m41 versus I cos831 I,and ( c)m51 versus 
I cos e叫 arerespectively shown together with the form ( 5.4 7) as a function of mN 1
(curve). It should be noted that the expression for I cos BI max given by ( 5.48) is only 
strictly valid for two-jet events. Indeed a close inspection of the五guresreveals that at 
low mass the inef五cientregion extends a litle beyond the boundary curve. For three-
jet events the data are clearly suppressed above the I cos Blmax bound (Figure 5.4-(a)). 
For four-jet events the calculated boundary I cos Blmax gives a poor description of the 
edge of the ine缶cientregion (Figure 5.ι（b) ). 
The 乞Eyrequirement also does bias the multijet mass space because always 
mNJ ＞玄Ey.We are requiring I:, Ey > 420 GeVう hencethis requires mN 1 > 420 
GeV /c2 implicitly. Fig 5.5(a）イc)show the observed three-, four-, and五ve-jetmass dis-
tributions. In the五guresal of the multijet mass distributions are seen to be affected 
by the 玄Eyrequirement. The three-jet mass distribution has a peak at m31～500 
Ge V / c2. The four-and five-jet mass distributions have peaks at m41～550 GeV/c2 
and m51～600 Ge V / c2respectively. 
We have required m31 > 600 Ge V / c2and I cos B3 I < 0.6 for three-jet events and 
m41 > 650 Ge V / c2and I cos 831 Iく 0.8for fou主－jeteveポs,respectively. 
The inclusive five-jet data sample has very limited statistics, and the calculated 
boundary I cos e Imax for五ve-jetevents no longer describes the edge of the inefficieポ
region well ((Figure 5.4-( c) ), therefore we have only applied the requirement of m51 > 
750 GeV /c2. 
5.2.2 Dalitz Variable 
In Figures 5.6( a）イc)shown are the observed distributions of Dalitz variables X3, X3,, 
and X311 after applying the re弓uireme山 onmN 1and I cos Bl discussed above. For the 
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Three-jet analysis j Four-jet analysis I Five-jet analysis 
m31 < 600 GeV /c2 I m41く 650Ge V / c2I m51 < 750 Ge V / ~2 
X3 < 0.9 I X3＇く 0.9
jcosB3j<0.6 I jcos831j<0.8 
Table 5.2: Event topology cuts on three-, four-, and五ve-jetvariables. These re-
quirements reduce, (but do not completely eliminate）ぅ theregions of low experimental 
acceptance. 
three-and four-jet distributions, the data are clearly suppressed above X3=0.9. This 
can be thought to be affected by the jet separation requirementムRr山＞ 0.9 based 
on the limitation of the jet separation efficiency by the jet clustering algorithm. We 
require X3く 0.9and X31く 0.9for three-and four-jet events. These requirements 
keep us away from two-body topologies as X3 approaches 1, partons 4 and 5 become 
collinear. These topologies are poorly defined experimentally. Furthermore the QCD 
predictions become less reliable as we approach the collinear singularity. For五ve-jet
events we do not apply any requirement for X311・
Note that the four-and five-jet requirements discussed above reduceうbutdo not 
completely eliminate, the regions of low experimental acceptance. Given the limited 
statistics of the present data sample, we have chosen to tolerate some regions of low 
experimental acceptance and use the phase-space model predictions to understand 
which regions of parameter space are affected. Finally we summarize the event topology 
cuts described above in Table 5.2. After applying these requirements we left with 1053 
events with three-or-more jets, 1298 events with four-or-more jetsぅ and804 events 
五ve-or-morejets (Table 3.1 (2nd column)). 
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Three-Jet Three-Body System 
1+2-3+4十5
E3 > E4 > E5 
Figure 5.1: Schematic de五nitionof angles used to describe the three-jet system in 1 
three-jet rest-frame. 
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(a) Four-Jet Three-Body System 
1十2-3＇十4＇十5'
E3' > E4' > E5, 
(b) Four-Jet (A+B)-System 
EA> EB 
Figure 5.2: Schematic de五nitionof angles used to describe the four-jet system in the 
four-jet rest-frame. 
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(a) Five-Jet Three-Body System 
1+2-3"+4''+5" 
E3" > E4" > E5” 
(b) Five-Jet (A1十B1)-System
( ( C+ D )-System) 
EA' > EB' 
(Ee > ED) 
Figure 5.3: Schematic de五nitionof angles used to describe theふre-jetsystem in the 
五ve-jetrest-frame. 
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Figure 5.5: Observed distributions of inclusive multijet mass for topologies with (a) 
three jets, (b) four jets, and ( c）五vejets. 
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Figure 5.6: Observed distributions of Dalitz variables: (a) X31ぅ（b)X3～and ( c)X311 
after applying the requirements on mN Jand I cos fJ I variables. 
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Chapter 6 
Results and Discussion 
In the previous chapter we have de五nedsets of three-, four-, and五ve-jetvariables 
which span the multijet parameter space in the multijet rest frame. We have applied 
a number of kinematical requirements to restrict the N-body parameter space to the 
region for which the 乞Eyrequirement is efficient and to ensure that the jets in the 
N-jet sample are well measured. 
In this chapter the observed distributions of the multijet variables will be shown and 
compared with the QCD expectations and the phase-space model calculations. We wish 
to compare the shapes of the measured distributions with the predictions. Therefore, 
al of the distributions shown and discussed in this chapter have been normalized to 
unity. 
We begin by comparing the observed multijet mass distributions with the QCD 
predictions (Section 6.1). Following that the observed distributions of the three四body
variables and the two-body variables will be compared with the predictions (Sections 
6.2 and 6.3). Finally we will show a result of aχ2 test which qua凶 tativelyprovides the 
levels of agreement between the shapes of the observed distributions and the predicted 
distributions (Section 6.4). 
6.1 Multijet圃massDistributions 
All the multijet variables have been de五nedusing the four momenta of the outgoing jets. 
Except for the multijet mass variables al of the multijet variables are dimensionless. 
Therefore the multijet masses can be thought to be most sensitive to the precision of 
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the measurement of jet energies and momenta among al the multijet variables. 
The CDF collaboration have reported HERWIG and NJETS QCD predictions give 
a good description of the shapes of the observed multijet mass distributions for exclusive 
samples of high”mass ml山1
the HER羽TICand NJETS predictions are show工lto give good descriptions of the shapes 
of the inclusive m31, m41, and m51 distributions for the high-mass multijet samples. 
Note that over the limited range of the present data sampleうtoa good approximation 
the mN 1distributions are falling exponentially with increasing mass. The shapes of the 
distributions are almost independent of N and are well described by an exponentially 
falling distribution. We have五ttedthe multijet mass distributions with an exponential 
function. The五tresults are listed in Table 6.1. 
topology 
3-jet 
4-jet 
5-jet 
slope 
-0.0136土0.0001
-0.0124土0.0004
-0.0089土0.0004
五tχ2/n.d.f. 
6.1/6 
5.9/5 
4.3/6 
Table 6.1: Fit results from the exponential五tsto the multijet mass distributions. 
6.2 Three田BodyDistributions 
In this section we will compare the distributions of the three-body variables for three-, 
four－ぅ and五ve”jetevents with the QCD and the phase-space model predictions. 
6.2.1 Three闇 BodyDalitz Distributions 
We begin by considering the inclusive three-jet Dalitz distributions. Event populations 
in the (X3, X寸planeare shown in Figure 6.2 for (a) data, (b) NJETS, (c) HERWIG, 
and ( d)phase-space model predictions. The phase-space population is uniform over the 
kinematically allowed region. Neither the data nor the QCD predictions exhibit large 
density variations in the (X3, X4)-plane in the region of interest (X3く 0.9）ぅ although
with the relatively high statistical precision of the N JETS predictions the tendency for 
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the predicted event density to increase as X4→1 (and hence X5→0) is apparent. The 
observed X3 distribution is compared with phase”space model and QCD predictions 
in Figure 6.3(a). The corresponding comparisons for the X4 distribution are shown in 
Figure 6.3(b ). The HERWIG and N JETS predictions give reasonable descriptions of 
the observed distributions. Note that the observed distributions are not very different 
from the phase”space model predictions. 
We next consider the inclusive four-jet distributions. Event populations in the 
(X31, X41)-plane are shown in Figure 6.4 for (a) data, (b) NJETS, (c) HERWIG, and 
( d)phase-space model predictions. The phase-space population is not uniform over 
the kinematically allowed region. Care must therefore be taken in interpreting the 
distributions. The data and the QCD predictions exhibit a more uniform event density 
over the (X山 X4,)-pla問.The observed X3, distribution is compared with phase-space 
model and QCD predictions in Figure 6.5( a). The corresponding comparisons for the 
X41 distribution are shown in Figure 6.5(b ). The五ERWIGand NJETS predictions 
give reasonable descriptions of the observed distributions. Note that compared to the 
phase-space model predictions, the data and QCD predictions prefer topologies with 
X3，→ 1 (for which the three-body topology approaches a two-body configuratio吋and
X4，→ 1 （おrwhich X51→ 0). 
Finally, consider the inclusive五ve-jetdistributions. Event populations in the (X311, 
X411)-plane are shown in Figure 6.6 for (a) data, (b) NJETS, (c) HERWIG, and (d) 
phase-space model predictions. Again, the phase-space population is not uniform over 
the kinematically allowed region, and care must be taken in interpreting the distribu-
tions. The observed event population and the QCD predictions are more uniformly dis-
tributed over the (X3,, Xけplane.However, al distributions are depleted as X311→ l 
and X411→ 1. The observed X31 distribution is compared with phase-space model 
and QCD predictions in Figure 6.7(a). The corresponding comparisons for the X411 
distribution are shown in Figure 6.7(b ).The HERWIG and NJETS predictions give 
reasonable descriptions of the observed distributions. Note that compared to the phase-
space model predictions, the data and QCD predictions prefer topologies with X311→ 1 
and X41→ 1. 
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6.2.2 Three圃BodyAngular Distributions 
We begin by considering the inclusive three-jet angular distributions. Event popu-
lations in the (cos ()3，ゆ3)-planeare shown in Figure 6.8 for (a) data, (b) NJETS, 
( c)HERWIG, and ( d)phase-space model predictions. The phase-space population 
is approximately uniform. In contrast both the observed distribution and the QCD 
predictions exhibit large density variations over the (cos ()3, ?/J3)-plane, with the event 
density increasing as I cos()3 j→ 1 and仇→ 0orπ. The increase in event rate as 
icose31→ 1 issimilar to the behaviour of the leadi時－jetangular distribution result-
ing from the 2→ 2 LO QCD matrix element. The increase in event rate asψ3→ O 
or 7f reflects the preference of the three-jet matrix element for topologies which are 
planar. It is interesting to note that as cos ()3→ 1 the N JETS calculation shows a pref-
erence for con匂urationswith ?/J3→ O rather than πand as cos ()3→－1 the NJETS 
calculation shows a preference for con五gurationswith 1/J3→ 7f rather than 0. These 
preferred regions of the parameter space correspond to con五gurationsin which jet 5 
is closer to the beam direction, and therefore reflect the initial state radiation pole in 
the matrix element. The observed cos ()3 distribution is compared with phase-space 
model and QCD predictions in Figure 6.9( a). The corresponding comparisons for the 
仇 distributionare shown in Figure 6.9(b ). Both HERWIG and NJETS predictions 
give reasonable descriptions of the observed distributionsぅwhichare very different from 
the phase-space model predictions. Note that the observed cos 83 distribution is also 
very similar to the LO prediction for d→ q scattering. 
Next, consider the inclusive four-jet angular distributions. Event populations in the 
(cos ()31ぅψ汁planeare shown in Figure 6.10 for (a) data, (b) NJETS, (c) HERWIG, 
and ( d)pha時 spacemodel predictions. The phase-space population is approximately 
uniform. In contrast both the observed distribution and the QCD predictions exhibit 
large density variations over the (cos ()3，ヲギャ）－plane,with the eve凶 densityincreasing 
as I cos ()3, I一→ 1and ?/J31→ 0 orπ. This behaviour is similar to the behaviour of the 
corresponding three-jet distributions. The observed cos ()3, distribution is compared 
with phase-space model and QCD predictions in Figure 6.11( a). The corresponding 
comparisons for the ψ3, distribution are shown in Figure 6.ll(b ).Both HERWIG an 
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NJETS predictions give reasonable descriptions of the observed distributions, which 
are very different from the phase-space model predictions. Note that the observed 
cos B3, distribution is also very similar to the LO prediction for d→ qq scattering. 
Finally, consider the inclusive五ve-jetangular distributions. Event populations in 
the (cos B3"i 'lj;31 )-plane are shown in Figure 6.12 for (a) dataぅ（b)NJETS, ( c)HERWIGう
and ( d)phase-space model predictions. The pl凶
and care must therefore be taken in interpreting the distributions. However, both the 
observed distribution and the QCD predictions exhibit much larger density variations 
over the (cos 83～ゆ3")-plane, with the event density increasing as I cos (}31 I→ 1 and 
'lf;31→ 0 or 7r. This behaviour is similar to the behaviour of the corresponding three-jet 
distributions. The observed cos 831 distribution is compared with phase-space model 
and QCD predictions in Figure 6.13( a). The corresponding comparisons for the ψ3" 
distribution are shown in Figure 6.13(b ).Both HERWIG and NJETS predictions give 
reasonable descriptions of the observed distributions, which are very different from the 
phase-space model predictions. Note that the observed cos 831 distribution is also very 
similar to the LO prediction for d→ qq scattering even though there are now五vejets 
in the五nalstate. 
6.2.3 Single-Body Mass Distributions for Three圃BodySys圃
terns 
The normalized single-jet mass distributions are shown in Figure 6.14 for inclusive 
three-jet events. Theんdistributionsare reasonably well described by the HERWIG 
Monte Carlo predictions, although there is a tendency for the HERWIG fragmentation 
model to slightly overestimate the fraction of low-mass jets. The observed distributions 
peak 叫ん～ 0.05or les. Hence, for many purposes, jets at high energy can be 
considered to be massless. Note that since jets are massless in the matrix element 
calculations, there are no N JETS predictions for theんdistributions.
Theんfandん＂distributions are shown for inclu釘 efour-jet and inclusive五ve-jet
events in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 respectively. These exhibit a single-jet peak at low mass四
fractions (less than 0.05), and have a long tail associated with two-jet j' systems, and 
two-jet or three-jet j" systems. The HERWIG predictions give a good description of al 
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the distributions except perhaps at very low mass fractions (less than 0.05) where there 
is tendency to overestimate the observed jet rate. Although the N JETS calculations 
do not provide predictions for the single-jet part of theんIandん＂distributions, they 
are seen to correctly predict the tail associated with multijet j' and j" systems. 
6.3 Two岨BodyDistributions 
6.3.1 Two圃BodyEnergy Sharing Distributions 
The observed XA distribution is shown in Figures 6.17( a) and (b) to be reasonably 
well described by the HERWIG and N JETS predictions. To gain some insight into the 
shape of the phase-space model predictions for the XA distribution consider a system of 
four-ma叫essparticles labeled randomly i, j, k, and 1.If we de五nexi三 Eif(Ei+ Ej), 
then the phase-space prediction for the distribution of events as a function of xi is 
given by 
d争4
dX 
1 3 , . 
一一一＋ - -2 ( See Appendix C ) x3 x2 , I ( 6.1) 
This function is already quite similar to the phase-space model prediction shown in 
Figure 6.17(a), which is obtained by requiring that the (AB)-sy山 m is the lowest 
mass pair, and taking account of五nitesingle-jet masses and experimental selection 
requirements. The data and the QCD predictions favor a more asymmetric sharing of 
energy between the two jets A and B than predicted by the phase-space model. This 
presumably re丑ectsthe presence of the soft gluon radiation pole in the QCD matrix 
element. In Figures 6.17( c) and ( d)the XA' distributions are shown to be qualitatively 
similar to the corresponding XA distributions, and also similar to the corresponding 
Xe distributions shown in Figures 6.17( e) and (f). In al cases the data are reasonably 
well described by the QCD predictions and are very different from the phase-space 
model predictions. 
6.3.2 Two圃BodyAngular Distributions 
The observed 'lj;~48 distribution is shown in Figures 6.18( a) and (b) to be well described 
by the HERWIG and N JETS predictions. The phase-space model prediction is also 
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approximately uniform, but underestimates the fraction of events in which the plane 
of the two-body system is close to the plane containing the two-body system and the 
beam direction （弘B→ 0orπ）. This difference between phase-space model and QCD 
predictions presumably reflects the presence of the initial-state radiation pole in the 
QCD matrix element. In Figures 6.18( c) and ( d)the ギ1~~ ＇B' distributions are shown to 
be qualitati刊 lysimilar to the corresponding 'lj;~B distributions. The ψ~D distributions 
shown in Figures 6.lS(e) and (f) to be very similar to the phase-space model predictions. 
In al cases the data are well described by the QCD predictions. None of the observed 
distributions are very different from the phase-space model predictions, although the 
pha時 spacemodel calculation does underestimate the event rate as 1/;~43 → O or 7r, or 
as 'lj;~~ ＇ B＇→G orπ． 
6.3.3 Single圃BodyMass Distributions for Two圃BodySystems 
The observedんうんうf.41,fB1, fcぅandfD distributions are shown in Figures 6.19( a),(b ), 
(c）ベd),( e),and (f) respectively to be reasonably well described by the HERWIG 
predictions although there is a tendency for the HER羽TIGpredictions to overestimate 
the jet rate at very small single-jet masses. In al cases the distributions exhibit a 
single-jet mass peak at small mass fractions （～ 0.02 or le吋.The fA' and fB' have a 
long high-mass tail which corresponds to two-jet A' and B' systems. This tail is well 
described by the N JETS predictions. 
6.4χ2 Test 
In general HER羽TIGand NJETS QCD predictions appear to give a good五rstdescrip-
ti on of the observed m山1
span the N-body parameもerspace. A more quantitative assessment can be made by 
computing the x2 per degree of freedom that characterizes the agreement between the 
observed distributions and the QCD predictions. 
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6.4.1 Definition of χ2 
Our宜ERWIGMonte Carlo distributions have statistical uncertainties which are com-
parable to those of the observed data samples. In comparing an observed distribution 
to a corresponding prediction, the uncertainties on both the distributions must be 
taken into account. Therefore we de五ned“χ2”asfollows: 
χ2ニデ （Xd山（i)-XAtJ.c.(i))2 
ムーJ O'aatα（i) + O'k.c.(i) (6.2) 
where xd山（i)(XM.c.(i)) is the conte凶 ofa histogram of the observed data (the M.C. 
predictions) in the ιth binぅandσd仰（i) （σlvf.C. ( i) is the error for X白川i)(XM.c.(i)). 
Note that we have only taken into account of statistical uncertainties in this test. The 
validity of this definition was studied by a Mon Carlo technique (See Appendix B). 
6.4.2 Results of the x2 Test 
The χ2 is listed for each distribution in Table 6.2-6.4. The computed χ2's take into 
account only statistical uncertainties on both measured points and the QCD Monte 
Carlo predictions. The theoretical uncertainties on the predictions arising from choice 
of structure function, Q2-scale . etc.う andthe experimental uncertainties associated 
with the uncertainties on the jet energy scale . etc. will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
Howeverうevenin the absence of a ful evaluation of the systematic uncertainties, an 
examination of the tables shows that N JETS provides a reasonable description of al of 
the observed multijet distributions except perhaps the XA distribution. The combined 
χ2 for the N JETS description of al of the three-jet distributions χ2 /NDF = 0.93 ( 45
degrees of freedom). The corresponding result for the four-jet distributions isχ2/NDF 
= 1.47 (64 degrees of freedom) if the XA distribution is incl吋 edin the comparison, 
and χ2 /NDF = 1.13 (56 degrees of企eedom)if the XA distribution is not included. The 
result for the combined五ve-jetdistributions is χ2 /NDF = 1.11 (63 degrees of freedom). 
The observed distributions are described less well by the HERWIG parton shower 
Monte Carlo predictions, for which the X4，ψ31, and cos 831 distributions have x2s 
signi五cantlypoorer than those for the corresponding NJETS predictions. Restricting 
the comparison to those distributions predicted by both the N JETS and HERWIG 
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calculations (i.e. al distributions except the single-body mass fraction distributions) we 
五ndthe overall χ2 per degree of freedom for the狂ERWIGcomparison of the combined 
three-jet distributions is χ2 /ND F = 1.54 ( 45degrees of freedom), for the combined 
four-jet distributions χ2 /NDF = 1.64 (64 degrees of freedom, and for the combined 
五刊ー jetdistributions χ2 /NDF = 1.36 (63 degrees of freedom). 
6.4.3 Event Rates 
Finally we compare the measured event rate of multijet events with the corresponding 
predictions for each topology. The cross-section σN 1 for N-jet inclusive events is simply 
de五nedusing the integrated luminosity and the number of N-jet inclusive events NNJ 
getting into multijet distributions: 
NNJ 
σNJ三万五 (6.3) 
The observed cross-sections and the corresponding N JETS and HERI羽TGpredictions 
are listed in Table 6.5. The errors are statistical only. Neither theoretical nor ex-
perimental uncertainties were not taken into account. Both N JETS and HERIWG 
are seen to underestimate the measured cross-sections for three－ぅ four-,and五ve-jet
inclusive events. 
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3-jet χ2 /n.d.f. 
variables NJETS-DATA HERWIG-DATA NJETS-HERWIG n.d.f. 
fi3J 1.27 1.07 0.41 6 
X3 0.41 1.41 2.67 8 
X4 1.42 3.66 4.08 6 
cos 83 0.95 0.77 1.04 11 
ψ3 0.84 1.52 2.12 14 
h 2.85 9 
ム 8.70 9 
f s 0.14 6 
over al 0.93 1.54 1.99 45 
Table 6.2: Statistical comparison of agreement between observed and predicted dis-
tributions of the three-jet variables. The χ2s per degree of freedom are listed. In 
calculating the over allχ2s, the single body mass fraction variablesぅforwhich NJETS 
does not provide the ful distributions, are excluded. 
4-jet χ2 /n.d.f. 
variables NJETS-DATA HERWI G伺DATA NJETS-HERWIG n.d.f. 
行14] 0.66 0.45 0.15 6 
X3, 0.66 0.82 1.60 8 
X41 0.40 0.92 2.36 6 
cos 831 1.70 1.94 1.87 15 
ψ3' 1.36 2.63 1.65 14 
ψ；"1.B 1.01 1.98 1.85 7 
XA 3.80 1.31 2.06 8 
h1 2.85 11 
ムF 3.42 8 
fs1 2.38 8 
f A ・． 1.85 13 
f B 4.16 11 
over al 1.47 1.64 1.70 64 
Table 6.3: Statistical comparison of agreement between observed and predicted distri“ 
butions of the four-jet variables. The χ2s per degree of freedom are listed. In calculating 
the over allχ2s, the single body mass fraction variables, for which N JETS does not 
provide the ful distributions, are excluded. 
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5-jet χ2 /n.d.f. 
variables NJETS-DATA HER羽TIG-DATA NJETS-HER羽TIG n.d.f. 
T孔5] 0.52 0.83 1.57 8 
X311 1.08 0.66 1.90 7 
X411 0.42 0.85 0.72 6 
cos 831 1.12 2.84 7.74 7 
ψ3" 1.49 2.02 2.02 7 
ψA’B’ 0.95 1.13 0.35 7 
ψCD 1.16 1.11 0.22 7 
XA' 1.76 2.38 1.96 7 
Xe 1.47 0.43 1.22 7 
h11 3.32 12 
f41 6.68 8 
fs1 2.76 8 
f c 1.85 10 
Jn - 6.37 ・ー 7 
工A' ー 3.26 12 
f B1 1.22 12 
over al 1.11 1.36 1.98 63 
Table 6.4: Statistical comparison of agreement between observed and predicted distri-
butions of the five-jet variables. The χ2s per degree of freedom are listed. In calculating 
the over al χ2s, the single body mass fraction variables, for which N JETS does not 
provide the fu日distributions,are excluded. 
DATA NJETS 五ERWIG
σ3] (pb) 10.03土0.31 4.88土0.04 5.92土0.21
συ （pb) 12.36土0.34 5.80土0.16 6.59土0.22
σsJ (vb) 7.66土0.27 2.88土0.10 5.62土0.20
Table 6.5: The observed and predicted cross-sections for inclusive three-jet, four-jeし
and五ve-jetevents. Errors are statistical only. 
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Figure 6.10: Inclusive four-jet angular distributions for events that satisfy the require-
men ts 問 41> 650 GeV /c2, X3＇く 0.9,a吋 Icos 831 I < 0.8. Event populations in the 
(cos 831，ψ31)-plane are shown for (a) data, (b) NJETS, (c）狂ERWIG,and ( d)phase-
space model predictions. 
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Figure 6.11: Inclusive four-jet angular distributions for events that satisfy the require-
mer山 m41> 650 GeV /c2, X3＇く0.9,and I cos831く0.8.Data (points) are compared 
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Figure 6.17: The two-body energy sharing distributions for inclusive four-jet and five-
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Figure 6.18: Two-body angular distributions for inclusive four-jet and五ve-jetevents. 
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Chapter 7 
Systematic Studies 
We have performed a number of systematic studies to check that our results are not 
subject to large theoretical uncertainties associated with choice of structure function, 
Q2-scale, or effective minimum jet-jet separation. We have also checked that there 
are no large experimental uncertainties associated with contributions from multiple 
interactions at high luminosity or with the uncertainties on the jet energy scale. 
7 .1 Theoretical Uncertainties 
We have compared the NJETS predictions of multijet events for structure function of 
KMRSDOぅムRmin= 0.9ヲandQ2-scale of (pr )2 with the observed data and the HER-
WIG predictions in this analysis. In order to check whether our multijet variables are 
sensitive to these parameter choices, we have generated NJETS Monte Carlo samples 
of three-and four-jet events for eight different sets of structure functions, Q2-scales and 
ムRminlisted in Table 7.1. In Figures 7.1-7.6 NJETS predictions of the distributions of 
our three-and four-jet variables for these parameter choices (curves) are shown to be 
compared with the observed distributions (points). The χ2s, in which the statistical 
comparisons of the NJETS distributions to the observed distributions result, are sum-
marized in Tables 7 .2and 7 .3for three”jet events and four-jet events respectively. We 
五ndthat the N JETS predictions for our multijet variables are seen to be insensitive to 
these parameter choices. 
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Structure 
Choice Function Q2-scale ムRrlin
1 CTEQlM (py)2 0.9 
2 CTWQlMS (PT )2 0.9 
3 KMRSSO (py)2 0.9 
4 KMRSDO (py)2 0.9 
5 KMRS D匂 (py)2 0.9 
6 KMRSDO (py)2 0.8 
7 KMRSDO (py)2 1.0 
8 KMRSDO m2 0.9 
Table 7.1: Parameter choices used for the eight NJETS calculations. 
3-jet χ2 /n.d.f. (NJETS-DATA) 
variables choice 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 n.d.f. 
m31 1.10 0.73 0.85 1.27 1.32 1.18 1.31 1.43 6 
X3 0.28 0.55 0.81 0.41 0.71 0.48 0.52 0.78 8 
X4 1.19 1.45 1.28 1.42 1.59 0.91 1.03 0.79 6 
cos 83 1.03 1.10 0.93 0.95 1.01 0.73 1.06 0.91 11 
ψ3 0.90 0.76 1.01 0.84 1.05 1.17 1.02 1.99 14 
over al 0.89 0.90 0.97 0.93 1.08 0.91 0.98 1.28 45 
Table 7.2: Statistical comparison of agreement between observed 3-jet distributions 
and distributions predicted by N JETS for eight parameter choices. The χ2s per degree 
of freedom are listed. 
4・jet χ2 /n.d.f. (NJETS-DATA) 
variables choice 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 n.d.f. 
行14] 0.15 0.69 0.24 0.66 0.19 0.57 0.28 0.60 6 
X3, 0.85 0.42 0.78 0.66 0.79 0.73 0.68 0.62 8 
X4, 1.19 0.62 0.67 0.40 0.86 0.85 0.58 0.81 6 
cos 83’ 2.07 1.72 2.36 1.70 2.35 2.02 1.63 2.33 15 
ψ3' 1.09 0.76 0.95 1.36 0.93 0.90 1.33 2.03 14 
XA 4.45 3.25 3.87 3.80 4.14 3.29 2.59 3.60 8 
ψAB 1.31 0.93 1.12 1.01 1.08 1.39 0.75 1.07 7 
over al 1.65 1.25 1.55 1.47 1.59 1.46 1.24 1.76 64 
Table 7.3: Statistical comparison of agreement between observed 4-jet distributions 
and distributions predicted by NJETS for eight parameter choices. The χ2s per degree 
of freedom are listed. 
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7.2 Influence from Multiple Interactions 
To understand whether there is a signi五cantdistortion of our multijet distributions due 
to contributions from multiple interactions, we have separated our multijet sample into 
three subsamples containing events detected at the highest luminosities （乙＞ 8 x 1030 
cm-2s-1）ぅ atintermediate luminosities ( 4く乙く 8x 1030 cm-2s-1), and at low 
luminosities （ζ く4×1030crn-2s-1) （悶Figure7. 7). The number of interactions N凶
per beam crossing expected for each luminosity range is: 
Nint～0.4 for £ = 2 x 1030 cm-2s-1 
Nint～1.1 for乙＝ 6 x 1030 cm-2s-1 
Nint～1.8 for乙＝ 1 x 1031 cm-2s-1 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
Then the observed distributions in the three luminosity ranges are compared with each 
other in Figures 7.8-7.10, 7.11陶7.14,and 7.15-7.19 for three-, four－ぅ and五ve-jetvariables 
respectively. In al the五gurespoints, histogramsう andsquares correspond to events 
measured at the highest luminosities, intermediate luminosities, and low luminosities. 
We have performed the statistical comparison by calculating χ2s between the observed 
data and the corresponding NJETS predictions of our multijet variables in each of 
luminosity range as shown in Tables 7.4, 7.5, 7.6 for three-, four－ぅ and五ve-jetevents. 
No luminosity dependence can be seen in these results. 
3-jet χ2 /n.d.f. 
variables low mid high n.d.f. 
m31 1.38 1.07 0.33 6 
X3 0.59 1.16 0.50 8 
x4 0.57 0.88 0.76 6 
cos 83 1.23 0.95 0.73 11 
キ3 1.73 1.18 0.83 14 
over al 1.20 1.06 0.67 45 
Table 7.4: Statistical comparison of agreement between N JETS predictions and ob-
served distributions of 3-jet events in three different luminosity ranges. low：乙く
4 x 10~0 cm -2s一九 mid:4く乙く 8×1030crn-2s-1, and high：乙＞ 8×1030 cm-2s-1 
respectively. The χ2s per degree of freedom are listed. 
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4-jet χ2 /n.d.f. 
variables low mid high n.d.f. 
行14] 1.52 1.19 0.35 6 
X3, 1.34 1.61 0.75 8 
X4, 0.43 0.19 1.07 6 
cos 83’ 0.80 1.07 1.39 15 
や3' 1.99 0.53 1.58 14 
'lj;AB 0.99 1.10 1.41 7 
XA 2.40 2.53 3.09 8 
over al 1.38 1.13 1.44 64 
Table 7.5: Statistical comparison of agreement between NJETS predictions and ob-
served distributions of 4-jet events in three different luminosity ranges. low：乙く
4×1030 cm-2s-1, mid: 4く乙く 8×1030cm-2s-1, and high：乙＞ 8×1030 cm-2s-1 
respectively. The χ2s per degree of freedom are listed. 
vspace5rnrn 
ふjet χ2 /n.d.f. 
variables low mid high n.d.f. 
ms1 1.53 1.01 0.42 8 
X3u 0.16 1.20 1.25 7 
X411 2.17 0.50 0.08 6 
cos 831 0.67 1.93 1.19 7 
ψ3" 0.50 1.10 1.59 7 
ゆA'B' 1.79 0.60 0.90 7 
ψC D 0.42 0.53 1.26 7 
XA' 0.94 2.10 0.68 7 
Xe 0.69 0.66 1.60 7 
over al 0.97 1.08 1.00 63 
Table 7 .6:Statistical comparison of agreement between N JETS predictions and ob-
served distributions of 5-jet events in three different luminosity ranges. low：乙＜
4 x 1030 cm-2s-1, mid: 4く乙く 8x 1030 cm-2s-1, and high：乙＞ 8×1030 cm-2s-1 
respectively. The χ2's per degree of freedom are listed. 
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7.3 Jet Energy Scale 
Finally, to understand the uncertainties associated with the uncertainties on the jet 
energy scale we have increased (decreased) al measured jet energies by + 73 ( -73) 
and remade the multijet distributions. The resulting distributions are compared with 
the distributions using the nominal energy scale in Figures 7.20-7.22, 7.23-7.26 , and 
7.27-7.31 for three-, four-, and五ve-jetvariables respectively. In al the五gurespoints, 
histograms, and squares correspond to events with energies scaled by + 73，。3,and 
-73. In Tables 7.7-7.9 we have summarized the resulting χ2s. We see that the 
agreements of observed multijet mass distributions with the NJETS predictions get 
worse as jet energies shifted by + 73 for al of three-, four-, and五ve-jetevents. The 
multijet masses are the only dimensional variables, hence they are expected to be more 
sensitive to experimental uncertainties associated with the uncertainties on the jet 
energy scale than the other variables. Except for the multijet mass distributions we 
see that the uncertainty on the measured distributions associated with the uncertainty 
on the jet energy scale is less than the statistical uncertainties. 
3-jet χ2 /n.d.f. 
variables -7 3 nominal 十73 n.d.f. 
ffi3] 0.41 1.27 4.51 6 
X3 1.34 0.41 0.95 8 
X4 0.64 1.42 1.17 6 
cos 83 1.46 0.95 1.44 11 
キ3 0.62 0.84 0.61 14 
over al 0.93 0.93 1.47 45 
Table 7.7: Statistical comparison of agreement between NJETS predictions and ob-
served distributions of 3-jet events with energies shifted by -73, 03, and + 73. The 
χ2s per degree of freedom are listed. 
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4-jet χ2 /n.d.f. 
variables -7 3 nominal 十73 n.d.f. 
行14] 0.36 0.66 4.85 6 
X3, 1.48 0.66 0.41 8 
X4, 1.03 0.40 0.72 6 
cos 831 0.71 1.70 0.85 15 
ψ3' 1.07 1.36 1.74 14 
ψAB 1.43 1.01 0.63 7 
XA 2.52 3.80 3.23 8 
over al 1.19 1.47 1.63 64 
Table 7.8: Statistical comparison of agreement between NJETS predictions and ob-
served distributions of 4-jet events with energies shifted by -73, 03ぅand十73.The 
χ2s per degree of freedom are listed. 
ふjet χ2 /n.d.f. 
Variables 73 nominal 十73 n.d.f. 
ffi5] 1.42 0.52 1.81 8 
X3,, 2.03 1.08 1.75 7 
X4,, 0.89 0.42 0.47 6 
cos 831 2.88 1.12 0.57 7 
ψ3" 0.79 1.49 2.09 7 
ψI 
A'B' 1.12 0.95 1.60 7 
ゆICD 1.86 1.16 0.59 7 
XA' 2.38 1.76 1.84 7 
Xe 1.63 1.47 2.36 7 
over al 1.68 1.11 1.47 63 
Table 7.9: Statistical comparison of agreement between NJETS predictions and ob-
served distributions of 5-jet events with energies shifted by -73, 03, and十73.The 
χ2s per degree of freedom are listed. 
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Figure 7.1: The NJETS predictions of the leading 3-jet mass distribution for various 
choices of structure functions, Q2-scales, andムRmin・Eightcurves in the五gurecoト
respond to the eight choices listed in Table 7 .1.The histogram is the measured m31 
distribution. 
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Figure 7.2: The NJETS predictions of the three-body distributions of 3-jet events for 
various choices of structure functions, Q2-scales, andムRmin・ Eight curves in each 
五gurecorrespond to the eight choices listed in Table 7 .1. Histograms are the measured 
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Figure 7.4: The NJETS predictions of the three-body distributions of 4-jet events for 
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Figure 7.17: The observed fI1 (J" = 3",4",5") distributions of 5-jet events in three 
different ranges of instantaneous luminosities. In the五gurethe histograms correspond 
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correspond to events with energies shifted by -73 and -73, respectively. (a) Xeヲ（b)
ψ~D' (c) fcぅand( d)fD・ 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
The properties of high-mass three-jet, four-jet, and五ve-jetevents produced at the 
Fermilab Tevatron proton-anti proton collider have been compared with N JETS LO 
QCD matrix element predictionsぅHERWIGQCD parton shower Monte Carlo predic‘ 
tions, and predictions from a model in which events are distributed uniformly over 
the available multibody phase-space. We conclude that the LO QCD predictions give 
a reasonable first description of the observed three-jet, four-jet, and five-jet multijet 
distributions that correspond to a set of variables that span the ful multijet parameter 
space. In contrast, the phase-space model is unable to describe the shapes of multijet 
distributions in regions of parameter space where the QCD calculations predict large 
contributions from initial白 and五nal-stategluon radiation. We do not see clear evi-
dence for any deviation from the predicted multijet distributions that might indicate 
new phenomena associated with the presence of many hard partons in the五nalstate. 
The agreement between dataう NJETSぅandHERWIG suggests that 2→ 2 scattering 
plus gluon radiation provides a good approximation to the ful LO QCD matrix element 
for events with three, four, or even五vejets in the五nalstate. 
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Appendix A 
Event Pictures 
In the analysis described in this thesis the jet Er requirement (Er > 20 Ge V) is soft 
compared with the~ Er requirement （乞Er> 420 Ge V). Therefore, events in differen 
parts of the Dalitz plane will have very different kinematic con五gurations.For example, 
the three-jet events in the sample have topologies that range from “mercedes" type 
events where al three jets are hardう toevents which are essentially two-jet events 
with a much softer third jet. To illustrate the types of events entering the analysis 
Figures A.l, A.2, and A.3 show respectively examples of three”jet, four”jet, and五ve-jet
events occupying various parts of the three-body Dalitz plane. In particular, in each 
五gurethere is one event from each of the three corners of the kinematically allowed 
region, and one event from the center of the kinematically allowed region. The event 
parameters are listed in Tables A.1, A.2, and A.l 
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Run 58148 63650 45753 46290 
Event 2443 393239 238791 75308 
L Er (GeV) 534 542 467 507 
m31 (GeV) 712 603 651 627 
X3 0.89 0.89 0.68 0.85 
x4 0.89 0.57 0.66 0.70 
cos 83 0.57 0.26 0.02 0.50 
ψ3 2.78 0.51 0.21 0.44 
h 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.05 
f 4 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 
ls 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.01 
Table A.l: Parameters of three-jet events shown in Figure A.l. 
Run 58321 45776 61436 66247 
Event 91783 239066 123216 52624 
乞Er(GeV) 501 553 434 584 
m41 (GeV) 736 663 675 659 
X3, 0.90 0.87 0.68 0.84 
X4, 0.88 0.57 0.67 0.71 
cos fJ31 0.67 0.49 -0.54 0.14 
ψ3' 2.80 0.55 3.08 2.52 
h1 0.18 0.04 0.03 0.06 
ム， 0.10 0.04 0.16 0.03 
fs1 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.08 
XA 0.61 0.54 0.74 0.81 
ψA B 1.17 1.53 1.57 3.03 
f A 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.03 
f B 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 
Table A.2: Parameters of four-jet events shown in Figure A.2. 
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Run 43306 46911 62867 65085 
Event 24330 47090 10476 73048 
乞Er(GeV) 523 627 597 493 
msJ (GeV) 920 962 801 878 
X311 0.99 0.99 0.71 0.87 
X411 0.90 0.55 0.67 0.70 
cos 031 -0.92 -0.70 -0.08 -0.98 
ψJI' 2.28 2.98 2.63 2.88 
h1 0.17 0.28 0.22 0.17 
ムII 0.04 0.12 0.05 0.07 
/51 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.03 
XAJ 0.51 0.60 0.51 0.51 
ψI 
A' B’ 0.19 0.69 1.80 1.87 
んt 0.06 0.04 0.10 0.09 
fB1 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.01 
Xe 0.74 0.85 0.73 0.64 
ちb'Cv 0.87 2.53 2.41 1.00 
f c 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.01 
f D 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 
Table A.3: Parameters of五ve-jetevents shown in Figure A.3. 
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Figure A.1: Event Pictures for even with 3 Jets and (a) X3 = 0.89 and X4 = 0.89う
(b) X3ニ 0.89and X4ニ 0.57ぅ（c) X 3 = 0. 68 and X 4ェ 0.66, and ( d)X3ニ 0.85and 
X4 = 0.70. 
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Figure A.2: Event Pictures for events with 4 Jets and (a) X3, = 0.90 and X4, = 0.88う
(b) X31 = 0.87 and X4，ニ 0.57,( c)X31 = 0.68 and X4，ニ 0.67,and ( d)X31二 0.84and 
X4, = 0.71. 
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Figure A.3: Event Pictures for events with 5 Jets and (a) X311ニ 0.99and X411 = 0.90ぅ
(b) X311ニ 0.99and X4，，ニ 0.55,(c) X311 = 0.71 and X411ニ 0.67,and ( d)X311ニ 0.87
and X411 = 0.70. 
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Appendix B 
?
????? ? ????????? ???????． ，?????
We have checked the validity of our x2 test by a Monte Carlo technique. We generated 
M.C. samples of a Gaussian distribution and histogramed in 5 bins. Then we calculated 
χ2's by comparing the五rst1000 histograms with the Gaussian distribution which is 
given by a function and was used to generate the histograms. The definition of χ2 is: 
χ？ニ.): (Y1(i) -G(xz・）2
一一ムJ σ川i)2
、 、 ， ， ，
?
?
?
?
??
?、 、
where y1 ( i)is the content of a generated histogram in the ιth binぅ σYi( i)is the sta-
tistical error in the bin, c nd G( Xi) is the Gaussian function. This comparison results 
in a set of 1000χ2 's. We made another x2 distribution by comparing the first 1000 
histograms with the second 1000 histograms. All bins have statistical errors and the 
de五nitionof χ2 is: 
χ：＝ア（Y1(i)-Y2(i))2 
2ームJσバi)2十σ山（i)2 (B.2) 
This form is exactly the same as one used in our analysis. Finally we compared the 
χ~ distribution with the χi distribution and the χ：xp distribution statistically expected 
for N .D .F=4. (Note: Number of degrees of freedom is given by number of bins min 
See Figure B.1-( a). In the五gurethe χ；distribution (points) are compared with the 
χi distribution (histogram) and the theoretical χ；xp distribution (curve). They are 
seen to be in a good agreement with each other. Figures B.1-(b ），”（c), and -(d) are 
distributions for numbers of bins of 10, 20, and 40 respectively. These results suggest 
that our method used to estimate the levels of agreements is reasonable. 
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Figure B.l: The χ2 di抗出凶0恥 χ：（points)compared with χi (histogram) and χ；xp 
(curve). (a）ベb),( c)and ( d)are for the number of binsニ 5,10, 20, and 40, respectively. 
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Appendix C 
Analytic Form of X Variable 
To gain some insight into the shape of the phase-space model prediction for the distri-
bution of XA, which was defined as a four-jet variable in Chapter 4, consider a system 
of four-massless particles labeled randomly 1, 2, 3 and 4. The four-body phase-space 
争4is given by: 
r J明3 dv~ d,.,3 dv~ = I ~ ~ ~ ~ 5(4)(E,p) 
J 2E1 2E2 2E3 2E4 
1 r dp~ dp~ dp~ I l z j 5( E) 
16 J E1 E2 E3 E4 
、 、
?，
?
?????? 、
(C.2) 
where Ei and Pi are the energy and the momentum of particle i, and 5 function rep-
resents the four-momentum conservation. ( C.2) can be written with p12 which is the 
absolute value of the momentum of l十2system, andゆwhichis the azimuthal angel 
of 百withJi7 + p:Jas follows: 
争， = ~ J d刊
～I dE1耐 E3dp12 
(C.3) 
(C.4) 
We define a variable X such that: 
X E, 
三 i for E, > Eっ
Ei + E2 .l ’ ム
、?
?
? ? ???
? 、
Using X, (C.4) is written as follows: 
4 ～ I 1 Eっ山P12dX( 1 -X)2 L J 1' 、 、 ， ， ，?? ??? ?? 、 、
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The integrations with al of the variables except for X provides the shape of the X 
distribution as follows: 
?
? 1 3 一一τ 十一一一 2X3 x2 (C.7) 
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